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Naval Dome calls on OEMs to
protect shipping from cyber-crime
The shipping industry is particularly vulnerable to cyber-crime with such
criminals having no limits on where and how they attack. Digital Ship spoke with
Naval Dome about the current cybersecurity situation in the maritime industry.

P

rotection of maritime systems against cyber-crime
lies in the hands of the
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), Naval Dome’s CEO
Itai Sela told Digital Ship.
While digitalisation of the maritime industry presents greater
opportunity to connect systems for
safer and more efficient operations, it
simultaneously widens the gateway
for cyber criminals to access and
manipulate systems.
Vice president of business development, Ido Ben-Moshe, added that
“cyber-attacks have no limits.
Hackers are targeting everywhere,
including both businesses and physical systems such as those used for
navigating and manoeuvring.”
Navigation is one area highlighted
by the United States Coast Guard
(USCG) as having critical weaknesses
when it comes to cybersecurity. “It is
a driver for changing behaviour
when it comes to cyber protection,”
said Mr Ben-Moshe. “To keep navigating without any cybersecurity
layer is pretty much to put the safety
of the passengers and crew in a dangerous position. When you operate
any kind of vessel, you must have a
layer of cybersecurity.”
According to the cybersecurity
experts at Naval Dome, this layer of
cyber protection is in the hands of the
OEMs. “They are the ones that need

to solve the problem to make sure
customers are secure,” Mr Sela said.
“Today, as far as we are aware with
the market, a lot of the systems are
ordered without proper cyber protection. There is a real opportunity for
the OEMs to protect their systems
from cyber threats and to develop a
new business model.”
For OEMs to take advantage of this
opportunity, it will require greater
demand and a push from the owner
and operator side. Since the Maersk
2017 cyber incident, cyber awareness
has risen but unfortunately most
OEMs are still delivering systems
with only basic levels of cyber protection. “Not many OEMs have protected their systems to level 4.” This can
mislead owners and operators as they
think they are protected because they
have some level of basic protection,
but it is not the highest level of security available,” Naval Dome’s CEO
explained. Shipping companies have
a responsibility to improve awareness around the level of protection
their components have. Without
awareness, they cannot demand
greater cyber protection from OEMs
that their systems likely need.
A cybersecurity breach can often
be traced back to an essential tool
such as a USB device that is frequently used by crew to update electronic
charts or manage cargo data. These
devices are not typically scanned for
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attack because most of the operational systems onboard a vessel are vulnerable.
There are no real security patches on
newer systems today and it is very difficult
to protect because of this,” explained Mr
Sela. It is imperative that OEMs deliver
cyber protected systems and take the reins
to lead a new way of protecting system
critical components.
While there is a growing awareness of
the risks associated with cyber breaches,
general hesitation to adopt new ways of
working and carry out additional checks to
limit the risk will need time to ensure these
changes are implemented. Lack of investment into cyber protection only delays this
further. “There is a good reason for this
though,” confirmed Mr Ben-Moshe. “The
only one that can solve this problem is
the OEM.”
Naval Dome also calls for greater transparency around cybersecurity and urges
those who have experienced any kind of
breach to speak out. “It is difficult for
someone to admit a cyber-attack because
of the consequences it could have to insurance, but really there needs to be a push for
sharing and transparency to improve
learning and help protect assets by understanding what has happened and why,”
said Mr Ben-Moshe. He believes the industry has so far “failed to do this and sharing
in an open way is not happening at
the moment.”
Furthermore, Naval Dome believes that
while awareness around cybersecurity
needs improving across the entire industry,
operators and their crew should not be
held responsible when cybersecurity is
compromised. “Crew should be able to go
about their daily tasks without having to
worry that they are going to be in trouble
for making a system vulnerable,” said Mr
Sela. “The human factor must be taken out
of the equation. The seafarers and technicians have a lot of work to do. They are professional in doing their jobs, so putting
responsibility on these people and telling

Navigation is one area highlighted by the USCG as having
critical weaknesses when it comes to cybersecurity
them to be more cyber-aware, we believe, is
a mistake.” At Naval Dome, the opinion is
that crew should focus on doing their job
and the right smart technology should be
available to protect the assets. “The OEMs
are the ones with the physical systems
onboard the vessel and so it is their responsibility to provide the cybersecurity in a
way that gives the operators and crew the
knowledge that their systems are secure.”
"He furthers: “The obvious thing to do,
is to ask your system provider what level of
cybersecurity each of their systems are provided with and, if not SL4, request they
upgrade them. Some of our clients have
demanded that their OEMs protect their
critical system with the highest level of
security SL- 4.
"This is not a difficult progress, even
with older systems such as Windows XP,
Windows 7, Linux. Service providers simply need to add a few layers to the existing
systems. “It is not too complicated, you
don’t need to train your crew, you don’t
need to add new features or new wires it is
simply an update”, said Mr Sela.
When it comes to regulation, the mar-

Marlink delivers high-speed internet to Northwest Passage cruisers
https://marlink.com/
Marlink’s high-speed internet services for
vessels plying the Northwest Passage and
other remote destinations has delivered a
major connectivity boost to its expedition
cruise clients.
The rolling out of new coverage, aug-

mented with additional satellites and overlapping beams in the Marlink VSAT network, ensures that adventure cruising is
fully connected regardless of destination
and sailing route during the peak period.
Newly bolstered Ku-band coverage
provides dependable, high-quality data
and voice services to seagoing vessels in
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itime industry is one that often relies on it as
a means to drive change. But the lack of regulation surrounding maritime cybersecurity has only given cyber criminals greater
confidence that the industry is in no hurry
to protect itself. “These cyber criminals see
the industry as one that has very few ways
of protecting itself,” said Mr Sela. “We can’t
afford to rely on regulation.”
“It’s the same if you look at other industries too. If the regulation is not aggressive
or clear enough, then the population begins
to suffer. Regulation is very, very important when it comes to cybersecurity.”
In 2021, the first cybersecurity regulation will enter into force and Naval Dome
is confident that this will give the maritime
market a better direction. While Mr Sela
praises the industry for taking steps to
implement a regulation, he warns that,
“we don’t have until 2021 to wait for it.
You need to be proactive and protect yourself now, before the incident happens.
Cyber hackers are not waiting till 2021,
and we are saying don’t wait either!! It is
your asset, your name, your reputation,
DS
and it's your money.”

New coverage provided by Marlink will help meet
seasonal demands in the Northwest passage
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the remote Arctic waterways of the 900mile Northwest Passage. The improved
satellite services additionally support safe
and efficient vessel operations, while the
benefits of always-on connectivity are vital
for crew welfare and recreation.
Marlink’s new capacity also enables
guests to upload videos and photos of
their vacation to social media channels
and stay in contact with loved ones and
the office.
“The adventure cruise market is an
exciting and rapidly developing category
which has come to exemplify the demand
for high-speed, high-quality internet services in even the most uncharted corners of
the globe,” said Tore Morten Olsen, president maritime, Marlink.
“Marlink’s services enable cruise companies to develop exciting new itineraries,
as reflected by our comprehensive coverage in the Northwest Passage for the summer season, added coverage in other previously under-served regions and the development of special High-Speed Zones
for bandwidth savvy clients,” added
Mr Olsen.
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Viking Line opts for AecorLink
high-speed broadband
https://www.vikingline.com/
https://www.aecorlink.com/
Viking Line has agreed a communications
contract with Swedish internet service
provider AecorLink to improve the internet connectivity onboard its ferries.
AecorLink together with its partner,
Specto Remote who does the service and
installations, have provided high-speed
broadband thanks to a number of base stations along the routes, and a new proprietary configuration which effectively is
tracking the base stations also over large
distances.
Viking Line has already implemented
the new high-speed internet technology on
the cruise ferry Viking Grace. Viking Line
will now integrate the rest of the fleet with
the network and expand the infrastructure
to include the full coverage between

Sweden, Finland and Estonia.
“We see this project as part of our continuing commitment to improve our customer’s experience onboard Viking Line’s
vessels. AecorLink’s established and
proven network gave us the confidence to
select them as our business partner in this
area” said Kaj Sundström, network and
communications manager for Viking Line.
“Viking Line is for us a high-profile
client, with a renowned name in the maritime ferry industry, so it is of course a fantastic opportunity helping Viking Line
becoming even more competitive. To participate and to deliver this network where
we and everyone can see this vast
demand, is extremely motivating. We
know the invaluable difference it makes
offering passengers access to high speed
broadband with low latency,” said Ulf
Harderup with AecorLink.

France and India to develop space-based
continuous ship tracking
https://cnes.fr/
https://www.isro.gov.in/
A constellation of satellites jointly operated
by France and India to track and monitor
ships in the Indian Ocean is under development, the French National Space Agency
(CNES) and the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) have confirmed.
Carrying telecommunications (AIS) and
radar and optical remote-sensing instruments, the first space-based system will
cover a wide belt around the globe, providing continuous ship tracking. The system will also be able to detect oil slicks and
trace their origin.
The constellation further boosts France
and India’s partnership, which has previously delivered several jointly operated
satellites for food security, water resource
management, and climate research.

India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and France’s president Emmanuel Macron
have also discussed training in France for the
flight surgeons who will be responsible for
India’s future astronauts, the active contribution of French-Indian space programmes to
tackling climate change and India’s involvement in the Space Climate Observatory
(SCO) for which the founding declaration
was signed at this year’s Paris Air Show in
the presence of President Macron.
CNEC president Jean-Yves Le Gall commented: “CNES’s and ISRO’s teams are
both very proud to see, in the presence of
president Macron and prime minister Modi,
this new step forward in our cooperation in
space. Our technologies today occupy an
unprecedented place in the world economy
and it is through large-scale international
partnership projects like these that we will
promote and develop our excellence.”

The communications contract will enable Viking Line to expand
its high-speed internet services across its fleet

Lars Thrane and Iridium unveil LT-4200
maritime satcom system
https://www.iridium.com/
https://thrane.eu/
Lars Thrane has become the newest
Iridium Certus terminal manufacturer
and alongside Iridium has unveiled the
LT-4200 maritime satcom system.
The new terminal will be one of the
first to support the Iridium Certus 200
service class, which features upload and
download speeds of up to 176 Kbps over
Iridium's L-band network. It is designed
for demanding maritime environments,
such as those experienced by fishing vessels and other workboats, that desire
faster speeds but want to avoid the coverage limitations, terminal sizes and costs
associated with existing competitive
options.
The terminal has also been designed to
support Iridium's future Global Maritime
Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) services, in addition to other regulatory safety and security services including Long
Range Identification and Tracking (LRIT)
and Ship Security Alert System (SSAS).
The system has a range of interfaces making integration simple and offers a
straightforward upgrade path from legacy
solutions as well as greenfield opportunities for Iridium Certus partners.
"The Iridium Certus 200 service class
addresses a very specific market niche in
the maritime industry, but that niche

includes a large number of vessels such as
commercial fishing boats, workboats,
coastal shipping and leisure craft," said
Wouter Deknopper, vice president & general manager, maritime line of business at
Iridium. "The new LT-4200 from Lars
Thrane is a smaller, lighter, faster and
cost-competitive option when compared
to the closest alternative in the market. As
a result, Iridium and our partners are once
again bringing a new and superior option
to the maritime industry."
"The LT-4200 maritime satcom product
is an important product for Lars Thrane,
which allows us to offer our customers a
compact and competitive L-band product
with faster bandwidth and maritime performance specifications, which will satisfy
most requirements for a maritime product
in this class," said Peter Thrane, CEO of
Lars Thrane. "We look forward sharing
more details about this product in the near
future."
Made possible by the recently upgraded Iridium satellite constellation, the
Iridium Certus service provides a platform for the company's partners to develop specialised broadband, midband and
narrowband applications only possible
through Iridium's crosslinked L-band network. The service offers the flexibility to
scale device speeds, sizes and power
requirements both up and down based on
the needs of the end-user.

The new constellation of satellites will track and monitor ships in the Indian Ocean

Datasat and SES deliver high-speed internet
to Mediterranean ferry fleet
https://www.ses.com/
Datasat, a provider of gateway internet
services via satellite, has partnered with
SES Networks to deliver end-to-end connectivity to a ferry fleet operating in the
Mediterranean Sea.
Datasat will leverage SES Networks’
Signature Maritime Solutions and ground
infrastructure to deliver high-speed services of up to 100Mbps to passengers travelling around Greece, Italy, Spain and
Morocco.
“The era of the connected ship is upon
us, and it’s a change that will revolutionise
vessel communications and operations,”
said David Franeau, managing director at
Datasat. “SES Networks’ innovative, highthroughput connectivity and fully managed end-to-end services is our gateway to
more intelligent ships, smarter fleet management, and an unparalleled guest satisfaction. We are constantly looking for
ways to optimise the service provided to
ferry passengers and we’re delighted with
the quality of service enabled by SES
Networks, which provides a premium user
experience.”
“Like us, Datasat recognises the enormous benefits that high-quality connectivity provides for passengers, seafarers and
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ships,” said Morten Hagland Hansen, vice
president, commercial maritime and energy sales at SES Networks. “Delivering the
highest level of service today requires
seamless and reliable connectivity, and
SES Networks is setting a new standard for
the cruise and ferry sector that’s
unmatched in terms of scale, performance
and technological diversity.”

Datasat and SES will deliver high-speed
connectivity to the Mediterranean ferry fleet
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IEC Telecom and Lars Thrane enter satcoms partnership
http://www.iec-telecom.com/
https://thrane.eu/
IEC Telecom has extended its portfolio
through a new partnership with specialist
satcoms manufacturer Lars Thrane.
IEC Telecom is now an official distributor of the LT-3100 Iridium satellite phone
in Norway. Specially designed for the professional market and built to withstand
rough sea environments, the LT-3100 satellite communications system is a maritime

xed satellite phone that is ideal for fishing
and sailing vessels.
Requiring no yearly maintenance thanks
to a built-in webserver, the LT-3100 system
provides voice, data, SMS, vessel tracking,
and more services from Iridium at competitive airtime charges. The LT-3100 features
a high-performance GNSS/GPS receiver
and is particularly suitable for deep sea,
fishing and workboats.
“We are heavily committed to the
Scandinavian market and pleased to part-

ner with Lars Thrane as distributors in
Norway. We hope to have a long and fruitful journey together,” said Alf Stian
Mauritz, vice president – business development, IEC Telecom Group.
“It is a small and neat product which is
ideal for installation on smaller vessels,”
explained Mr Mauritz. “We are already fitting it to fishing and sailing vessels and are
excited to be officially unveiling it at
BlueFish as part of our comprehensive
communications portfolio.”

Inmarsat study identifies critical role for maritime start-ups
https://www.inmarsat.com/
A new study commissioned by the
Inmarsat Research Programme and conducted by PUBLIC shows the key role
start-ups and connectivity will play in
driving maritime industries along the
road to digitalisation.
The study finds that more bandwidth
connecting ships to shore at lower cost
than ever before is empowering a new
breed of single-minded innovators to
bring the true benefits of digitalisation to
the shipping and offshore sectors.
The report, ‘Trade 2.0: How Startups
are driving the next generation of maritime trade’, co-authored by Nick Chubb
and Leonardo Zangrando, locates the
maritime sector at an inflection point;
open to big data, blockchain, artificial
intelligence (AI) and cloud computing, at
a time when emissions regulations are
pushing it away from the fossil fuels that
have framed its business model.
Estimating that the Ship Technology
(ShipTech) market is worth US$106bn as
a whole today, the report predicts its
value rising to US$278bn by 2030.
Significantly, in what represents the first
ever market value estimate, it goes on to
predict exponential growth for maritime
start-ups. The projection is based on
direct input from 100 start-ups and two
years of tracking 240 active start-ups by
the authors’ database of maritime innovation.
The report says that, in 2018, just

US$4.2bn (£3.4bn) of digital spending
went to start-ups and small innovators,
with the rest going to corporations that
also sell operational technology and
hardware. However, as barriers to consume digital services at sea come down,
the total spending on digital services
from start-ups and small to medium
sized enterprises (SME) will rise to over
$111bn by 2030, representing a compound annual growth rate of 120 per
cent.
Ronald Spithout, president Inmarsat
Maritime said: “These are exciting results
for our industry, showing that start-ups
and investors should see maritime as
offering significant market opportunities
for the next ten years.”
Inmarsat has joined forces with startup programmes Rainmaking Trade and
Transport Impact (T&TI) and Bluetech
Accelerator, which support the potential
of the IoT in maritime, ports and the supply chain. Inmarsat seeks to help innovators find a route to market via the highspeed Inmarsat communications infrastructure that connects over 160,000 vessels, ports, road and rail networks worldwide.
The new report indicates that maritime start-ups raised nearly $200m in
venture capital investment in 2018, just
four years after the creation of the
world’s first accelerator dedicated to the
sector. Last year, 25 programmes existed,
with 226 start-ups collectively ‘graduated’ to date.

Also featured are case studies of startup solutions to enhance ship and port
operations, and ship management. These
include drone-based remote inspection
from RIMS BV, approved by nine class
societies, and the automated crew travel
system from C Teleport.
Inmarsat also highlights the fact that
several of the standout innovators are
UK-based. These include: Workrest, a
smart crew logger of rest hours for any
device, to ensure compliance; Green Sea
Guard, a sensor-in-funnel plus reporting
solution to verify emissions compliance;
the HiLo solution to reduce risks by
recording, analysing and feeding back
data on ‘high frequency, low impact’ incidents to ships; and the constantly updated and voyage-specific BunkerEx pricing
portal.
“As this important report shows, it is
more important than ever for start-ups,
corporate suppliers and ship operators to
collaborate,” said Mr Spithout. “We’re
championing open innovation, collaboration and partnership, and reaching out to
identify opportunities to co-research and
co-create new digital products with external innovators to serve our existing customers and open up new markets.
Exciting new collaborations with some of
the start-ups covered in this report are
bringing game-changing digital products
to the maritime industry.”
The report is available to download at
https://www2.inmarsat.com/trade-2.0

IOActive tests
BlueCORE
cybersecurity solution
https://ioactive.com/
https://www.seait.se/
Security expert IOActive has carried out a
safety analysis test of Sea IT’s BlueCORE
vessel IT solution.
System integrator SEA IT has developed BlueCORE specifically for the maritime industry. It is a modular platform
that helps companies optimise their business process, reduce operational cost and
ensure maximum efficiency by utilising all
available IT resources onboard. During
the tests, IOActive simulated cyber-attacks
and looked at how BlueCORE responded
to the attacks, its ability to detect them and
to act to eliminate the threats. The tests
examined BlueCORE’s infrastructure, network structure and support system.
According to Sea IT, there are many
parts that must interact to create secure,
sustainable and stable IT environments
and solutions for customers and working
with segmented networks, backups and
redundancy is self-evident.
“It is not possible to focus only on
hardware and software - it is also important to focus on education and information for those who will use our products.
Many people believe that cybersecurity is
only about what comes from outside the
company and how the company must
protect itself against it and they sometimes forget that many of the big threats
are on the inside in the form of, for example, users who connect their own devices
to the networks, download files and click
on links that can pose major security
risks,” explained Kristian Ryberg, CEO,
Sea IT.
“The review that IOActive did of both
internal and external risks in our solution
was our way to get a solid cyber security
picture to assuring that we take the right
steps in order to continue our ongoing
work to meet todays and tomorrows cyber
security risks,” said Mattias Patriksson,
COO at Sea IT.
“We commend the leadership team at
Sea IT for the commitment in bringing in
outside vendors like IOActive to provide
an hackers point of view and make recommendation to secure the vessels IT infrastructure,” said Matt Rahman, COO at
IOActive.

ClassNK establishes cross-sectional cybersecurity team
https://www.classnk.or.jp/
ClassNK has established a cross-sectional
cybersecurity project team made up of ship
and security experts of the Society in order
to accelerate its cybersecurity service in
response to the expanding needsof clients.
Cybersecurity for ships is entering a
practical stage, including the Maritime
Safety Committee (MSC) resolution
encouraging administrations to ensure that
cyber risks are appropriately addressed in
existing safety management systems no
later than the first annual verification of
the company’s Document of Compliance
after January 1, 2021. At the same time,

consideration of more high-level countermeasures envisaging the future of
autonomous ships is also required of the
industry.
To date, ClassNK has continued developing its basic approach and various related guidelines in order to support the
industry with cybersecurity as shown
below.
• ClassNK Cyber Security Approach
(February 2019)
• Guidelines for Designing Cyber
Security Onboard Ships (February)
• Cyber Security Management System
for Ships (March)
• Guidelines for Software Security (June)

To efficiently and swiftly carry out certification services based on these standards,
ClassNK established its cross-sectional
cybersecurity project team made up of ship
and security experts of the Society (Team
leader: senior executive vice president
Hiroaki Sakashita). The team will enable
the Society to provide better and faster
cybersecurity services in response to the
expanding needs of clients including
cybersecurity class notation for ships,
ship/company management system certification and more.
The Cyber Security Project Team is handled by the Maritime Education and
Training Certification Team at ClassNK.
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The BlueCORE concept.
Image courtesy of Sea IT
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Misuga Ship Management migrates Dutch fleet to Sealink VSAT
https://www.misugaship.com/
https://marlink.com/
Rotterdam based ship management company Misuga Kaiun Holland B.V., subsidiary of Japan headquartered Misuga
Kaiun, has chosen Marlink’s unlimited
global Sealink VSAT connectivity for its
dry bulk, multipurpose and wood chip
carrier vessel fleet.
Marlink will install one metre Ku-band
antennas and integrate an extensive package of solutions and applications designed
to provide secure connectivity for business
and operations as well as crew welfare.
The specific Sealink VSAT solution for
vessels managed from the Rotterdam
office has been developed in collaboration
between Misuga Kaiun Holland B.V.,
Misuga Kaiun, Marlink and Marlink Japan.
In addition, Marlink’s XChange integrated communications management platform will be deployed on all vessels to run

business operations efficiently as well as
enabling crew internet access. XChange
Universal Remote Access is also an integral
part of the service, helping Misuga Kaiun
Holland to improve its IT resilience and
compliance by providing secure, networkindependent access to all devices connected
to XChange, allowing technicians or
administrators to manage IT equipment on
board from any location worldwide.
SkyFile Mail and Anti-Virus as well as IP
phones, complete this economic and powerful connectivity package that will
improve crew and operational data use.
Misuga Kaiun Holland B.V. is a member
of Dutch consortium BroadBand@Sea,
where ship managers, owners and suppliers share their experiences on maritime
satcom. The organisation provided a platform for Marlink to demonstrate how
XChange can significantly streamline service management and administration,
ensuring that Misuga Kaiun Holland B.V.

Marlink’s XChange integrated communications management platform will be deployed on
all vessels to run business operations efficiently as well as enabling crew internet access.
can leverage its new global VSAT service
for smart effective fleet operations.
“Together with an unlimited Sealink
VSAT data plan, high availability and
quality of service across the fleet, and our
inherently secure network, XChange

unlocks significant extra value for Misuga
Kaiun Holland B.V as it upgrades its satellite connectivity to improve operational
capabilities and crew communications
facilities,” said Tore Morten Olsen, president maritime, Marlink.

Iridium and OneWeb team up on global satellite services offering
https://www.iridium.com/
https://www.oneweb.world/
Iridium Communications and OneWeb have
signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) to deliver a combined service offering, allowing their mutual partners to offer
bundling and co-marketing opportunities
for the Iridium Certus L-band services and
OneWeb's Ku-band service.
The offering is expected to leverage the
strengths of the companies’ respective low-

Earth-orbit (LEO) networks. This is the first
time that LEO operators have collaborated
to deliver services in L-band and Ku-band.
The MoU also creates opportunities for
companies that manufacture both OneWeb
and Iridium CertusTM terminals. New
options could include Iridium-OneWeb
companion packages in addition to
providers being able to offer combined
equipment or even new dual-constellation
terminals.
While both are LEO constellations,
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Iridium and OneWeb services have different capabilities on their respective bands
(L-band and Ku-band), which can create a
complementary, full-service option for
applications such as heads of state comms,
critical tactical services, maritime, disaster
response and more.
"It's an exciting time for the industry,
and we see great potential for this offering," said Matt Desch, CEO of Iridium.
"Our services are unique and complementary, and we know that customers are looking for the capabilities of both our lowEarth-orbiting networks."
Adrian Steckel, CEO of OneWeb commented: "We believe our new offering can
bring many benefits for our distribution
partners. By combining the strengths of
our services, we can ensure our partners
are able to deliver the most innovative,
seamless services to their subscribers
across many markets, and in all the places
that don't yet have access to the internet."
Due to the physics associated with L-band
and Ku-band spectrum, the two come with
different, but complementary, attributes. The
OneWeb network will deliver very highspeed broadband connectivity that transfers

large amounts of data. It is ideal for applications including Inflight WiFi, Government,
and Maritime networks that require global
reach, high-speed and low latency. Iridium's
crosslinked satellite constellation brings
global connectivity with highly weather
resilient L-band user terminals, making it
suited to provide safety services for ships,
aircraft, vehicles and deployed personnel,
and can be a regulation-required capability. The combined power of these two networks can work together to deliver capacity, resiliency, and high-speed connectivity
to customers anywhere in the world.
With the first six satellites already
launched, OneWeb's system has already
demonstrated broadband speeds of 400
Mbps and an average latency of 32 milliseconds. OneWeb will begin monthly
launches of more than 30 satellites per
month starting in December enabling
OneWeb to provide partial service in late
2020 and global coverage in 2021. Iridium
Certus is Iridium's new technology platform launched in January 2019, and offers
the flexibility to scale device speeds, sizes
and power requirements both up and
down based on the needs of the end-user.

Port-IT to provide Orilla Mail package
for Station Satcom
https://www.port-it.nl/
http://www.stationsatcom.com/
Port-IT has announced a multi-year agreement with Indian communications solution
provider Station Satcom, enabling the
provider to upgrade its current e-mail solution to the shore managed Orilla Mail.
Under the agreement, Port-IT and
Station satcom further strengthen their
long-time cooperation in which Port-IT
provides customised services such the
Port-IT anti-virus for the communication
solutions provider.
The Orilla Mail service was developed
as an independent shore managed e-mail
solution giving customers more choice as
they are no longer tied to one airtime
Digital Ship October / November 2019 page 8

provider. It is fully integrable into Port-IT’s
IRIS scanning service will ensure that all emails that reach the vessel are safe.
“Station Satcom is committed to excellence by constantly creating innovative
solution for our valued customers, while
continuing to maintain a high standard in
support and service delivery,” said Assad
Khan - Station Satcom’s vice president
maritime for the Europe, UK and Africa
region. “Our ‘customer first’ approach
requires maximum commitment from our
staff and our partners. Port-IT is one of the
partners who has a proven track record in
the maritime industry to deliver innovative
and tailor-made solutions, and perfectly
complements our vision of Customer
Service Excellence.”
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Inmarsat casts RescueNET as
the future of Search and Rescue
While geopolitical tensions ensured that one risk to shipping played out in the full media glare over
the summer of 2019, quiet but profound change was being brought to the emergency services
that keep around 1.6 million seafarers safe day in, day out.

M

aritime Rescue Coordination
Centres (MRCCs) in Riga,
Klaipeda and Sweden’s Joint
Rescue Coordination Centre
(JRCC) undertook an exercise in the Baltic
Sea over the summer deploying a new
Search and Rescue service that will be pivotal in the future of Maritime Safety.
As the emergency services of the seas and
oceans, MRCCs come to the aid of seafarers
when they need it most; without the services
they provide, the oceans would claim countless lives. The ‘Dynamic Mercy 2019’ exercise offered the opportunity to put
RescueNET through its paces - the free service offered by Inmarsat for which over 33
countries have already signed up. MRCCs
Riga and Klaipeda were amongst the first
to adopt this new innovative system.
Inmarsat has been providing maritime
safety services for more than 40 years,
ensuring that seafarers are able to contact
vital emergency services at a push of a button when things go wrong. However,
RescueNET represents a significant
advance, providing MRCCs and the ships
they serve with enhanced messaging capabilities and – where every second counts –
reducing the time taken to coordinate a
rescue operation.
The RescueNET service comes as an
addition to the Global Maritime Distress
Safety Service services mandated by
International Maritime Organization
(IMO), for which Inmarsat’s latest Fleet
Safety service is already approved. As the
maritime world’s first fully end to end IPbased safety system, Fleet Safety was
approved by IMO last year and is already
enhancing GMDSS.
Today, when the Distress button is
pressed on a Fleet Safety terminal, the closest MRCC not only receives an alarm showing the vessel’s information, position,
course, speed and the Distress type; it prioritises communication between the vessel

and MRCC in the satellite network.
Furthermore, the MRCC can broadcast the
Distress Alert Relay via Inmarsat SafetyNET
II direct to vessels operating within a designated area equipped with Inmarsat C,
Mini C and Fleet Safety terminals.
Going beyond these capabilities,
RescueNET has been developed to reflect
technological advances in connectivity,
delivering them to users where they matter
most. For example, the service includes
Distress Chat, a real time (text) chat interface with full Distress priority on the network enabling multiple MRCCs and vessels to communicate ‘live’ during the SAR

Attention has also been given to userfriendliness: ResecueNET shows the location of the distress vessel and nearby vessels on an interactive map, while alerts and
messages can be downloaded in a pre-formatted report and Excel spreadsheet for
operational report creating.
The enhanced functionality was very
much in evidence as part of the Dynamic
Mercy 2019 exercise, but the Baltic trial was
significant for reasons other than its efficient coordination of a range of surface vessels, fixed wing aircraft and helicopters. The
exercise took place at the limits of VHF coverage, often requiring the use of MF/HF

RescueNET is an additional service to the Global Maritime
Distress Safety Service mandated by the IMO

operation. Information is stored and can be
retrieved for post operation analysis.
Other enhancements relate to better use
of data: RescueNET offers MRCCs vital
access to Inmarsat databases, in order to
retrieve vessel contact information that can
be invaluable as part of SAR. Again, users
can now tap into the Rescue Coordination
Centre Database to share information and
status data provided by other MRCCs.

radio communications between maritime
rescue assets and the coordinating RCC.
During the operation, MRCC Klaipeda
experienced a loss of VHF and MF/HF
communications. However, because
MRCC Riga maintained stable communications with the on-scene co-ordinator and
participating surface units throughout,
RescueNET enabled information to be
relayed via the Distress Chat function, so

that Klaipeda remained a reliable additional link throughout the exercise.
“The use of Distress chat keeps the
operations room quieter and considerably
reduces the amount of time MRCC personnel time would have to spend making long
phone calls,” comments Vladimirs Sadoha
of the Latvian Naval Coast Guard Service
MRCC Riga. “The MRCC could quickly list
important information, like the casualty
description, assisting units, call signs, etc,
whereas by phone many terms must be
spelt out.”
Distress chat also allows MRCC personnel to retrieve necessary operational information, Mr Sadoha notes: “In a real Search
and Rescue event, the RCC could quickly
put up a broadcast to vessels in the designated area, asking them to assist, keep a
sharp lookout, etc. Distress Chat also
enables easier post-event analysis, for an
exercise or a real operation.”
With 33 administrations already registered, it will not be long before RescueNET
is supporting real world SAR, and there
are other practical reasons why uptake is
expected to be rapid.
One will be RescueNET’s position within the existing Inmarsat infrastructure: if a
Fleet Safety Distress Alert is sent to an
MRCC that is off-line, for example, the system will automatically redirect the alert to
a geographically defined alternative
MRCC. Again, Inmarsat’s Network
Operations Centre team receives notification of all distress alerts and monitors
MRCC responses: if the alert has not been
answered within a specified time, Inmarsat
will call the nearest MRCC to request
urgent assistance.
Another reason is that, while conventional SAR systems can be very costly to
install and maintain, RescueNET does not
require any specialised equipment and is
effectively free to SAR authorities around
the world.
DS

OneWeb plans for high-speed Arctic internet
https://www.oneweb.world/
OneWeb has announced plans to deliver
375 Gbps of capacity above the 60th parallel North, bringing high-speed, low-latency internet service to the Arctic.
The polar-orbiting satellites coupled
with OneWeb’s high-speed service and
low latency capabilities will provide 200
times more capacity than planned systems
to the 48 per cent of the Arctic currently
without broadband coverage.
Substantial services will start towards
the end of 2020, with full 24-hour coverage being provided by early 2021, supplying blanket coverage to every part of

the Arctic Circle.
“Connectivity is critical in our
modern economy,” said U.S. Senator for
Alaska Lisa Murkowski. “As the Arctic
opens, ensuring the people of the Arctic
have access to affordable and reliable
broadband will make development
safer, more sustainable and create new
opportunities for the next generation
leading in this dynamic region of the
globe.”
Adrian Steckel, OneWeb chief executive
officer, said: “Connectivity is now an
essential utility and a basic human right.
Our constellation will offer universal highspeed Arctic coverage sooner than any

other proposed system meeting the need
for widespread connectivity across the
Arctic.”
The industry advancements will further
the Arctic’s growth as a key commercial
trade region by drastically improving the
region’s safety and communications services, as well as boosting education,
healthcare and economic development in
remote communities.
OneWeb most recently proved its system’s capabilities through HD video
streaming tests last month with its first six
satellites that showcased extreme low
latencies under 40 milliseconds and highspeed services.
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The new satellites will deliver 200 times
more capacity than planned systems to the
48 per cent of the Arctic currently without
broadband coverage
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DNV GL approves thyssenkrupp for 3D printing
https://www.dnvgl.com/
https://www.thyssenkrupp.com/
DNV GL has issued type approval to the
thyssenkrupp
TechCenter
Additive
Manufacturing for maritime and general
industrial applications. The approval
marks the first time a producer of 3D printed parts for maritime applications has
obtained manufacturer approval from
DNV GL.
Certification for thyssenkrupp Marine
Systems will allow the company to continue working closely with international customers on the integration of additive manufactured parts on ships and submarines.
The approval covers the 3D printing
and processing of austenitic stainless steel
parts. Certification was also awarded for
the acceptance process in accordance with
EN 10204 and the associated product infor-

mation, particularly the chemical and
physical
material
characteristics.
Approvals for individual special components are also being prepared.
“Additive manufacturing will have a
significant impact on the future maritime
value chain. Producing components that
have the same level of quality as conventionally manufactured parts and fulfil class
requirements is key. At DNV GL, we are
very pleased to certify that the
thyssenkrupp
TechCenter
Additive
Manufacturing has demonstrated its ability to reliably produce metallic materials
using additive manufacturing. This is the
first time DNV GL has awarded its
Approval of Manufacturer certificate, and I
would like to congratulate thyssenkrupp
on this achievement,” said Geir Dugstad,
director of ship classification & technical
director of DNV GL – Maritime.

MAN and Samsung sign engine
digitisation agreement
https://www.man-es.com/
http://www.samsungshi.com/
MAN Energy Solutions and Samsung
Heavy Industries have signed an agreement to define a framework for the longterm strategic cooperation to develop technologies and systems for the digitisation of
marine engines.
The cooperation will focus on:
• Digitisation of marine engine solution
data including auxiliary systems
• Data collection, diagnosis and visualisation in relation to marine engine
solution performance
• Design and technology development
of an architecture system for marine
engine digitisation solutions including
auxiliary systems
• Integration between marine engine
solutions – smartship platforms and
engine diagnostic solutions
• Testing and verification of research
and development results
A key stone in the strategy is the new platform MAN CEON that intelligently collects and evaluates operating and sensor
data, and enables the real-time monitoring

Left to right: Bjarne Foldager, MAN Energy
Solutions and Yong Lae Shim, SHI Ship
and Offshore Research Institute

of marine or power-plant engines, turbines and compressors.
The platform integrates data and information from MAN machinery and its
operational environment and uses intelligent analysis tools for evaluation and forecasting. The operating data of all systems
and ships connected via CEON can be
transmitted to customer sites as well as
MAN service centres in real time. From
here, MAN experts pro-actively support
customers with problem solving and
maintenance.
“Digital technologies and the business
models based on these technologies will
transform the maritime industry. Samsung
Heavy Industries is an important part of
this industry and an important business
partner for us. It makes sense to bring our
experts together and explore how best to
work in synch with our digital value creation chain. It is our firm belief that cross
industry cooperation is essential to the
success of the digital transition, and we
continue to take an active role in driving
this with our partners,” said Brian
Østergaard Sørensen, head of R&D 2Stroke Business at MAN Energy Solutions.
Yong Lae Shim, vice president of SHI
Ship and Offshore Research Institute said:
“We are committed to providing
smartship solutions that are useful to our
customers. This agreement with MAN
allows us to expand the ecosystem of the
SHI's smartship SVESSEL, to further
provide practically useful services to
ship owners.”
"MAN CEON is the new backbone of
our developing digital-service business,"
said Per Hansson, head of digital and
strategy at MAN Energy Solutions.
“Digitisation is often reduced to a technical level, but is really about providing
more valuable services to our customers.
Thanks to MAN CEON, we can provide
our customers onshore and onboard with
even more timely and insightful support
in their daily operations, and optimise
the availability and efficiency of their
installations.”

“We are delighted that with
thyssenkrupp
TechCenter
Additive
Manufacturing we now have a certified
partner who can supply thyssenkrupp
Marine Systems with additive manufactured parts that meet both our own and
our customers’ high expectations.
Together we are putting innovative solutions into our submarines and ships, setting new standards for the navy of the
future,” stated Dr Luis Alejandro Orellano,
chief operating officer of thyssenkrupp
Marine Systems.
DNV GL experts from multiple units
coordinated to examine whether the
TechCenter’s processes were reliable and
ensured consistent quality. “A team effort
was particularly important here, as the certification required us to rethink traditional
methods for quality evaluation and certification. I would like to thank everybody

A probehead for taking gas samples in
hot gas atmosphere, produced at the
thyssenkrupp TechCenter Additive
Manufacturing. It is additive
manufactured from austenitic heat
resistant steel, and has a longer service
life due to integrated cooling channels.
Image courtesy of thyssenkrupp
involved for their support and collaboration,” explained Eva Junghans, senior principal engineer, materials & welding at
DNV GL – Maritime.

Marine Online launches centralised credit
facility for shipowners
https://www.emarineonline.com/
Singapore based maritime eCommerce
B2B platform, Marine Online has
announced the launch of "Marine Credits"
that offers a centralised credit facility
between shipowners and suppliers.
"Marine Credits" supports cross-border
transactions. Marine Online showcases
over 10,000 product/services provided by
over 4,000 suppliers and spreads across
700 ports worldwide. These products and
services include chartering, bunkering,
port agency, ship supply, crewing, ship
SNP and other marine services.
The "Marine Credits" program will
allow shipowners to receive the highest
service standard, while suppliers are
guaranteed to get payment after fulfilling
the orders.
According to Marine Online, all registered shipowners may apply for "Marine
Credits" starting from US$20K to US$1M
and up to 60 days. Shipowners can start
using "Marine Credits" to make purchases on Marine Online upon successful
application.
There are no hidden costs when

shipowners use "Marine Credits" for purchases and only need to repay the used
Credits to Marine Online within 60 days.
Reported commonly from various
sources, recovery of the shipping industry
from global crisis back in 2008 had faced
with numerous challenges. Shipowners
during these periods undergo tremendous
financial pressure. On the other hand, suppliers had suffered and need to undertake
higher commercial risk for survival. The
extended credit term to over 120 days
seems as an industry norm back then.
With the introduction of "Marine Credits",
it will address these challenges.
Mr Tiger Cai, chief operating officer of
Marine Online, explained that both
shipowners and suppliers save time and
resources on administrative work. With
"Marine Credits" shipowners no longer
need to apply credit term from supplier
individually.
Chief financial officer Mr Frank Xu
said that the organisation has proper risk
control processes. Marine Online also
partnered with one of the top insurance
company, ensuring a fail-safe mechanism
in-place.

Maersk launches second cohort of start-ups
under OceanPro programme
https://www.maersk.com/
Danish shipping giant Maersk has
launched its second cohort of start-ups
under its OceanPro programme that aims
to boost innovation and help strengthen its
digital agenda.
As part of the OceanPro programme,
Maersk is helping start-ups in the shipping
and logistics sector to innovate and bring
new ideas to the transport and logistics
sector.
The first OceanPro cohort included
eight start-ups that are involved in developing technologies around the internet-ofthings (IoT), blockchain, machine learning,
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artificial intelligence (AI), analytics, and
augmented and virtual reality.
Following the successful completion of
its first cohort of start-ups, Maersk has
introduced Cohort 2 in which it will work
with a group of five new start-ups that
have been selected based on their ideas for
products and relevant applications that are
expected to benefit the transport and logistics sector.
The five new start-ups selected include
Stratforge (Machine Learning), Tripz
(Platform as a Service Solution), Shipments
(Artificial
Intelligence),
Linkstreet
(Learning solutions through AI model)
and Arviem (real-time cargo monitoring).
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Videotel offers free training package
on 2020 compliance
https://videotel.com/
Maritime training provider Videotel has
announced that it is offering the maritime
industry free access to its new training
package, “The 2020 Sulphur Regulations –
Achieving Compliance”.
As the January 1, 2020 0.5 per cent global sulphur cap approaches, the free awareness video sets out the new regulations,
where and how they apply, how they are
to be enforced and what crews and owners
need to do to be compliant.
There are three main ways to meet the
2020 regulation:
• Burn compliant fuels
• Use alternative fuels
• Install an exhaust gas cleaning system
or ‘scrubber’
The video outlines the pros and cons of
each of the above options and explains
what ships need to do if things go wrong.
The training package covers the following areas:
• 2020 sulphur regulations overview

• Methods of compliance
• Fuel availability
• Fuel Oil Non-Availability Report
(FONAR)
• Ship Implementation Plan (SIP) and
inspections
“Making sure that the industry complies
with the sulphur 2020 fuel cap is so important that we wanted to show our support
for this industry by offering this advice for
free,” said Raal Harris, Videotel’s managing director.
“We have had tremendous support
from within the industry in putting this
video together and making it freely
available seemed the right thing to do.
Preparation is key to achieving 2020
compliance and we look at the key
ways in which this can be achieved,”
he continued.
A special landing page has been created
on the Videotel website for interested parties to access the video. More information
can be found via the following link:
www.videotel.com/sulphur2020

Videotel’s free training package will help owners and crews to understand
how to ensure compliance with the IMO 2020 0.5 per cent sulphur cap

German ship manager signs up 55 vessels
to Tekomar XPERT for fleet
https://new.abb.com/
https://offengroup.de/offenship/
history.htm
Hamburg-based ship manager CPO
Containerschiffreederei (CCPO) has
secured a contract for ABB Ability
Tekomar XPERT for its fleet of 55 vessels.
Tekomar XPERT, a smart engine performance diagnostics software was adopted
by CCPO during its initial release in 2015.
In June, Tekomar XPERT for fleet web
application was launched with the
German ship manager confirming its continued support of the software for performance monitoring and management.
Tekomar XPERT for fleet is a subscription-based solution that features all standard features found in the original
Tekomar XPERT application with the
additional fleet functionality specifically
developed to support management decisions.
The software benefits from an easy to
access web application interface, which
provides accurate insight into engine performance from fleet to vessel level through
key performance indicators (KPIs) such as
engine health, optimisation potential and
fleet performance benchmarking. These
KPIs provide a helicopter view of engine
performance across an entire fleet regardless of engine make, type and age. Ships
and fleets are listed according to current
performance and provide the technical
management with an immediate indication on their status.
According to ABB, it facilitates the

ABS and HHI team up on digitalisation and decarbonisation
https://ww2.eagle.org/en.html
https://english.hhi.co.kr/
https://www.hyundai-gs.com/
ABS, Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI)
and Hyundai Global Service (HGS) have
agreed on a framework for the exchange of
Digitalisation and Decarbonisation (D&D)
concepts to apply to present and future
designs. This new framework will be an
industry first D&D ecosystem between
class, shipyard and ship service company.
The new framework enables HHI, HGS
and ABS to support alternative means of
compliance with new remote survey capabilities using the newly commissioned
ABS Remote Decision Support Centre,
supported by HHI and HGS’ technology
and services. It also enables identification
of new technologies, designs, fuels, and
simulation techniques for mutual clients.
The ultimate goal is to establish a lifecycle
partnership from the design of the vessel
to the steel cutting and to post-delivery of
assets.
“ABS is a leader in data and digital and
at the forefront of assisting the maritime
industry to meet the IMO’s decarbonisation objectives. We are proud to work with
HHI and HGS. Together we offer an unrivalled strength in depth to go beyond
today’s shipbuilding state-of-the-art,” said
Christopher J. Wiernicki, ABS chairman,

president and CEO. “In parallel, we will
examine the myriad of possible technologies to be able to bring forward the most
technically mature, economically viable,
and compliant concepts to shipowners.”
As part of the framework, HHI, HGS,
and ABS, outline the need for the development of new cybersecurity standards.
Communications companies which specialise in data transmission, which include
HGS’s satellite connections, will pursue a
proprietary data infrastructure standard
aligned to support data exchange, integration, and analysis for classification and

non-class purposes. The new framework
will be applied to ABS classed vessels
being designed and constructed by HHI
and sold with HGS lifecycle services.
Based on these new D&D concepts,
HHI, HGS and ABS will work together to
advance the state of vessel design.
Possibilities range from alternative fuels to
options for all-electric vessels. Joint techno-economic analyses with a focus on systems integration will drive new successful,
sustainable and “future proofed” designs
to be constructed by HHI and HGS and
classed by ABS.

The agreement will see the companies support new ways of
digitalising and decarbonising the industry
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benchmarking and ranking of engines, vessels and fleets and the user-friendly dashboard can be customised according to role.
Tekomar XPERT for fleet also identifies
the necessary adjustments required for
vessels to reach optimum engine performance and efficiency at a fleet wide level,
creating both fuel and emissions savings.
“We are always looking to adopt the
latest technological advances to minimise
our environmental footprint; this is a key
driver for us when procuring services and
products,” said Christoph Gessner, managing director, CCPO. “With Tekomar
XPERT for fleet, through optimising our
engine health, we can minimise costs and
the environmental footprint, and in return
we can pass on these benefits to our customers.”
Beat Güttinger, head of Tekomar, ABB
Turbocharging said: “We are continuously
looking to improve our offerings to more
advanced solutions and supporting our
customers to differentiate themselves in
the market. Our long-standing positive
relationship with CCPO, being an early
adopter of our latest web application on
CCPO’s entire fleet, demonstrates their
confidence in ABB’s ability to deliver innovative solutions to the market.”
Tekomar XPERT can be used with any
diesel or gas engine, irrespective of manufacturer, type, age or size. There is no
hardware to install and the application can
be dropped into the shipping company’s
normal IT system.
More than 1,500 vessels have been
equipped with the software to date.

Thetius launches technology discovery platform
https://thetius.com/
Maritime innovation consultancy Thetius
has launched a new business intelligence
platform for the maritime industry.
Thetius Insight allows users to access up
to date information on start-ups and innovation projects throughout the maritime
sector and offers a new way for established
shipping companies to understand and
engage with innovative businesses.
“This project was born out of frustration,” said Nick Chubb, founder at
Thetius. “There are so many amazing projects going on in our industry but they are
often hidden away. Through Thetius
Insight we can highlight projects at every
stage of development and give established
shipping companies the tools and information they need to successfully transform their own businesses.”
Thetius Insight includes:
• 220+ profiles of maritime start-ups
innovation projects
• Access to in-depth research into new
technology areas
• The ability to request private and cus
tom research into strategically important technologies or companies
Thetius Insight is available now in Beta with
limited access available for free, and unlimited access available from £99/month.
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Infographic shows benefits of switching to
data-driven operations
operations is possible.
“We have been active in the maritime
Netherlands-based software company sector for eight years now and help
Shipbuilder has published an infographic shipyards and yacht builders to digitally
that shows the most notable advantages of transform, from document-driven to
data-driven,” said Geert
switching to data-driven
Schouten,
director
of
operations for maritime
Shipbuilder. “For them this
companies.
means making business
The infographic sugfuture proof with the help of
gests ways to save time
our knowledge based data
and money by implemanagement system. They
menting
data-driven
turn away from keeping
rather than documenttrack of all data in email,
driven operations. One
Word or Excel or even odder,
benefit is that is can help
within binders. We have
companies to find the
transformed our experience
correct data quickly and
with the advantages of smart
reduce searching time
digital transformation into
from 30 to 5 per cent.
an infographic.
With an Excel or Word
“Imagine you have to
file, there is no automatsearch for data hidden in
ic tracking of multiple
binders for an average of
versions of a file in a cirthree hours every day. And
culation or company or
imagine that when you finalno notification if part of
ly find the data, you have to
the file has changed.
ask yourself every time
With data-driven operawhether it’s the latest version
tions, there is traceability
of that information. Does that
of decisions.
make
you
happy?
According to the infoUnfortunately, for many
graphic, by working to
maritime engineers this is the
real-time the quality of
tough, daily reality. The
the data can be increased
switch to the Shipbuilder
to the highest level.
smart data management proShipbuilder states that
gram, provides them with a
a consistency increase
time saving factor of six.
of 30 per cent can be
Now the search for the corgained.
rect, up-to-date(!) informaIn
addition,
tion only takes half an hour a
Shipbuilder believes that
day. This means that
shorter lead times result
in extra capacity and The infographic illustrates the throughout the day you will
sales increase, while a 10 most notable advantages of immediately find what you
need. Throw your frustraper cent margin increase
switching to data-driven
tions overboard and work
due to fewer errors as a
operations for maritime
with a smile!”
result of data-driven
companies
http://www.shipbuilder.nl/

HHI’s Smartship Solution gets
LR digital type approval
https://english.hhi.co.kr/
https://www.lr.org/en-gb/
Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI) has
received type approval from Lloyd’s
Register (LR) for the network security digital component of its Integrated Smartship
Solution (ISS).
The type approval confirms that the
component performs its functionality
seamlessly and is the first ever type
approval of a digital component.
Digital type approval delivers an assurance system to provide confidence in the
market for the supply of digital components and offers all the benefits of traditional type approval; reassurance on supply chain quality and robustness within
the marine environment. Digital type
approval can apply to both components
within information technology (IT) and
operational technology (OT) systems.
Type approval of HHI’s first line network security component confirms it complies with the latest LR type approval test
specifications and the requirements specified in LR’s type approval system procedure for components that are part of digital systems onboard ships.
HHI’s first line network security com-

ponent establishes a barrier between controlled internal networks and untrusted
outside networks. This helps to mitigate
against information and operational vulnerabilities, as an increasing amount of
data is stored, processed and transmitted
by digital systems onboard ships.
“We are glad to receive this digital type
approval certificate from LR for the first
line network security component of our
smart ship system, ISS. We will continue
our efforts to lead the digitalisation of the
marine and offshore industry in order to
maximise the benefit for our customers
with new technology, ensuring it is
applied safely,” said HHI senior executive
vice president, Mr. Hyung-Kwan Kim.
“We have been working closely with
HHI to ensure that the first line network
security component of their smart ship
solution meets our digital type approval
requirements. We are very pleased to issue
this digital type approval certificate to
HHI and we believe this is the first step in
moving towards digital ships consisting of
approved digital components with safeguards in place to protect against cyber
incidents,” said Young-Doo Kim, LR’s
North Asia technical support office manager.

Digital type approval delivers an assurance system to provide confidence
in the market for the supply of digital components

Australian Maritime College renews simulation contract with KONGSBERG
https://www.kongsberg.com/
Kongsberg Digital and Australian
Maritime College (AMC) have signed an
agreement on further commitment of simulation support through a new Long-Term
System Support Program (LTSSP).
AMC’s Maritime Simulation Centre features a full mission ship’s bridge simulator, two 360° tug simulators, a full mission
engine room, an advanced dynamic positioning bridge simulator, six basic dynamic positioning simulators, six ship operations cubicles and an 18-seat electronic
chart display laboratory.
The simulation facilities bridge the gap
between practice and theory and are used
for research into port development, ship
manoeuvring, improving ship and port
safety, training seafarers and teaching
undergraduates.
Kongsberg Digital simulators have
been chosen by AMC for a long time with
the new agreement marking the third
successive five-year contract between the

two parties.
Michael van Balen, principal of AMC
says the continuing relationship with
KONGSBERG provides stability in AMC’s
training methodology. “Simulation is an
integral part of our training. It gives us the

Left to right: Paul Gilkison, area sales
manager, Kongsberg Digital and
Michael van Balen, principal of AMC

capability to run any number of scenarios
in a repeatable fashion, which not only
benefits the students but also enables us to
learn in the teaching environment as well.”
Paul Gilkison, area sales manager,
Kongsberg Digital adds that the agreement
demonstrates Kongsberg Digital’s ongoing
commitment to meeting the diverse technology and support needs at the AMC.
“Our continuing engagement allows the
AMC to make sure that the product we are
delivering is actually going to address the
needs of the maritime community.”
Mr Gilkison points out that software is
continually subject to improvements over
the life of the LTSSP. “This year, we hope
to be able to roll out the new K-Sim
Navigation platform for the AMC, which
will provide more offshore simulation scenarios as well as handling traditional ship
navigation training.”
Damien Freeman from the AMC’s
Centre for Maritime Simulations says KSim Navigation represents a groundbreaking move into next-generation plat-
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form functionality, including virtual reality interactions (VRI). “VRI enables a student to be placed in simulation exercises
on the deck of a ship, in the engine room or
on the bridge, experiencing and interacting
with the simulated environment as they
would in the real world.
“K-Sim Navigation is based on a cutting-edge technology platform and will
enable more realistic training scenarios
and enhanced user benefits for both
instructors and students. An advanced
new physical engine and state-of-the-art
hydrodynamic modelling will allow vessels, objects and equipment to behave and
interact as in real life.
“Vessels and objects including various
geographical training areas and all possible weather conditions are brought to life
with a sophisticated new visual system.”
Mr Freeman adds that K-Sim functionality
will enable all AMC simulators to be integrated seamlessly to enable common exercise for full crew resource management
training.
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Greenland enhances safety at sea
with Frequentis GMDSS
https://www.frequentis.com/
Postal and telecommunications provider
TELE Greenland has chosen Frequentis to
provide an integrated maritime control
room solution for the Technical and
Operator Centre in Aasiaat, Greenland to
improve safety at sea.
Greenland is an important shipping
area but the impact of global warming,
melting ice caps and rising sea levels
means that efficient and reliable distress
communication tools are essential to safe
operations.
The Frequentis GMDSS has been added
as a module for its integrated maritime
control room solution MarTRX. MarTRX
has been designed to simplify maritime
control room operations, allowing the
operator to quickly and easily sort through
reams of information on an intuitive, webbased platform, saving time and supporting the decision-making process.
"We are pleased to be supporting
Greenland with safely managing its seas.
Ships are an important mode of transport,
but the sea can be a dangerous place.
Having the ability to speed up the time in
which a distress call is logged and received
by all required parties will help resolve
incidents more quickly and save more

lives,” said Khashayar Saravandi-Rad,
Frequentis vice president maritime.
The MarTRX solution in Aasiaat will
consist of seven operator working positions, connecting approximately 248
radios (MF and VHF) through Frequentis’
IP-Interfaces. The system for Greenland
will ensure search and rescue authorities
onshore, ships in the immediate vicinity of
a vessel, or person, will be rapidly alerted
to a distress incident. The Frequentis system is also capable of transmitting voice
messages, weather forecasts and navigation warnings on any selected HF transmitter/s and VHF transmitter/s in any
combination from any operator workstation. The scope of the project also includes
the Frequentis DIVOS recording and monitoring system as well as training for all
TELE Greenland employees.
In addition to GMDSS the MarTRX
solution can be customised to meet differing needs of the maritime industry,
including coastal surveillance, and vessel
traffic services. Roughly 25 individual
modules are available for customers to
select and add as they require. A
Frequentis GMDSS is currently in use in
18 countries, including Canada and
Australia, equating to over 30 per cent of
the sea surface.

Maersk Tankers confirms deal with ShipNet
https://www.maersktankers.com/
https://www.shipnet.no/
ShipNet and Maersk Tankers have signed
a contract allowing Shipnet to support
Maersk Tankers by hosting its technical
and procurement management solutions
in a secured cloud-based environment.
The agreement will support the business users by providing a better experience
across the current applications deployed
and provide Maersk Tankers options to
scale the choices of investments on its systems landscape globally. The relationship
will also foster greater collaboration

amongst the teams providing additional
possibilities where the applications can get
more innovative and enhance the user
experience.
Suren Thadani, CEO from ShipNet,
said: “The partnership with Maersk
Tankers has been a very strategic partnership for ShipNet. By working with some
very bright individuals at Maersk Tankers,
we have been able to simplify and innovate our solutions. We are also grateful to
Maersk Tankers for always supporting us
as a very valuable customer and showing
us pathways on innovations within the
industry”.

Maersk Tankers and Shipnet have signed an agreement
to support and deliver maritime innovations
Digital Ship October / November 2019 page 18
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NAVTOR and ScanReach partner on ship to shore connectivity
https://www.scanreach.com/
https://www.navtor.com/
NAVTOR and ScanReach have signed a
landmark agreement to connect an
onboard wireless IoT platform to a secure
channel for sharing data between ship and
shore.
The collaboration will result in a seamless stream of information running from
onboard sensors (which can be fixed to
almost any piece of equipment, system, or
individual) to land-based facilities, and
back, enabling optimal decision-making,
24/7. The collaboration paves the way for
shipowners to have a connected, comprehensive and real-time view of vessel and
fleet operations.
NAVTOR chief commercial officer
Børge Hetland said: “Both ScanReach and
NAVTOR share the vision of utilising technology to enable smarter shipping, and by
that I mean safer, more efficient, more
environmentally friendly and, at the end of
the day, more cost effective maritime operations for shipowners and society itself.”
“With our advanced ENC-based services as the foundation we have built an
infrastructure that allows the seamless
sharing of data between vessels and shore,
giving bridge officers the very latest information (for example, up to date charts,
weather data and regulatory alerts) while
owners and operators access vital fleet
management information. ScanReach have
created a breakthrough onboard infrastructure whereby sensors share real-time
information from equipment, systems and

even personnel with the bridge, giving the
crew genuine insight of current vessel
operations.
“This agreement puts those two infrastructures together. So suddenly it’s not just
the bridge officer that knows the latest performance data from ‘sensor x’ in the engine

ScanReach's plug & play solution will connect with NAVTOR’s NavBox
to provide safer and more efficient shipping

room, it’s the team in the office on shore.
This gives close to real-time 360-degree
awareness like never before. The potential
is really only limited by the ambition and
imagination of this industry. This is the
definition of a game changer.”
The technology is currently undergoing
full scale testing onboard North Sea
Shipping’s North Sea Giant subsea construction vessel, with a view of launching
to market later this year. ScanReach’s sys-

Jiangsu Maritime Institute selects
KONGSBERG simulator tech
http://gjzx.jmi.edu.cn/
https://www.kongsberg.com/
The Jiangsu Maritime Institute (JMI) in
China has chosen KONGSBERG’s most
advanced K-Sim simulator technology as
part of its major facilities expansion.
The delivery consists of part of one fullmission K-Sim Offshore simulator including one aft bridge with Kongsberg
Dynamic Positioning (DP) system and one
forward bridge. This will be complemented with a full-mission K-Sim Engine room
simulator with two models certified by
DNV GL, the MAN 6S70ME-C SCC and
Wärtsilä RT-Flex Container L-11-I. A desktop engine room simulator that can accommodate 40 student stations is also part of
the delivery.
Installation of the equipment is scheduled for December 2019 to the institute’s
Navigation Simulation Training Centre
and Maritime Engineering Simulation
Training Centre.
The K-Sim Offshore vessel simulator
with DP system is the first of its kind to be
delivered by Kongsberg Digital to China
and is designed to integrate with the KSim Engine full mission engine room simulator to provide a complete ship simulation training solution. The new delivery
complements KONGSBERG’s existing
hardware at the institute, which consists of

tem will connect with NAVTOR’s communication and pre-processing hub, NavBox,
with all information relayed to land
securely through this DNV GL certified
cyber secure gateway.
Jacob Grieg Eide, chief business development officer, ScanReach, believes the

a recently upgraded and expanded fullmission bridge simulator with 14 bridges
and one desktop bridge simulator handling 20 student stations.
“The JMI, which is applying to become
a national seafarers’ assessment centre, is
recognised as a key cultivator of talent for
all branches of the maritime industry,”
said Mark Stuart Treen, vice president
sales, KONGSBERG. “It’s a credit to the
effectiveness of our K-Sim simulator technology that the institute should have
opted to continue basing its training programs upon our market-leading simulator
technology to prepare its students with
confidence for their future careers.”
“We have enjoyed a rewardingly cooperative relationship with KONGSBERG
since 2006,” commented MIAO Keyin,
vice president, JMI, “during which time
its simulators have accrued an impeccable
reputation both within and beyond the
institute as unparalleled training and
assessment aids. As we coach new
generations and senior seafarers alike
in the operational processes and techniques required to successfully hold
down roles in sectors ranging from
shipbuilding, ocean transportation and
inland navigation to offshore engineering, it’s reassuring to know that KONGSBERG will be assisting us every step of
the way.”

agreement will fire the starting gun for a
new age of maritime service innovation.
“When you have two breakthrough technologies coming together in this way the
possibilities are huge,” he stated. “Suddenly
we have the ability to develop a wide range
of services, and quickly, directly addressing
client needs and effectively switching vessels from ‘analogue’ to smart, connected,
digital empowered ships – without having
to install expensive cabling.”

Mr Eide mentions numerous possibilities. In terms of performance, efficiency
and cost control he talks of the ability of
ship and land-based teams to see real-time
vessel operational data, combining it with
other data streams to fine-tune performance for optimal results. In this way
immediate action can be enabled – for
example saving fuel and reducing greenhouse gases (in line with IMO targets) –
rather than waiting for the results of officebased analysis potentially months later.
In addition, automated and on demand
reports of emissions and fuel consumption
could be produced for complete regulatory
compliance. Weather data could also be
captured from weather stations on each
ship (NAVTOR services a fleet of several
thousand vessels) and streamed to land,
providing real-time weather reports from
exact vessel locations – calibrating existing
weather models and helping other ships
adjust routes and optimise performance
and safety.
“We’ve already launched In:Range,
allowing those on vessel bridges to see the
exact location of all personnel onboard in
emergency situations,” said Mr Eide.
“With NAVTOR’s infrastructure that
information can be combined with their
data, for example on routing, weather and
navigation, to enable a new generation of
emergency response services, both
onboard and onshore.
“Everything becomes connected – ship
visibility is brought to shore. The implications of that for the industry are truly staggering.”

Scorpio Group signs up for Sea IT´s
BlueCORE solution
https://scorpiogroup.net/
https://www.seait.se/
Dry bulk and tanker company Scorpio
Group has confirmed a deal with Sea IT for
its BlueCORE ICT solution, covering IT
equipment purchasing and warehousing,
onboard deployment and day to day
maintenance.
BlueCORE ICT solution provides day to
day business monitoring of vessels’ ICT
systems, including critical updates. The
BlueCORE Concept is a fully managed ICT
service 24/7 that is built to optimise business processes, reduce operational costs
and to ensure maximum efficiency by utilising all available IT resources onboard.
Under the agreement with Scorpio
Group, Sea IT has integrated a fuel optimisation system in the BlueCORE services.
The installation is prepared for future system installations such as engine monitoring,
scrubbers, and training programs. The
infrastructure is open for future secure integrations of 3rd party products that are
important for the Scorpio Group operations.
Together with IOActive, SEA IT has
tested and quality validated the system
based on cybersecurity. The system has
also undergone extensive proof of concept
onboard two of Scorpio's vessels to ensure
that the solution offers all the functionality
desired.
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According to Kristian Ryberg, CEO of
Sea IT, Scorpio Group has bought the
entire BlueCORE cyber security solution
and only small adjustments based on the
original design have been made to adapt
the solution to Scorpio's wishes.
“BlueCORE provides us with an
advanced IT platform with real-time monitoring of all services and applications that is
managed and maintained remotely within
a Service Management Agreement framework. It supports the onboard crew user
experience while enabling the faster introduction of new or updated services across
our fleet,” said Alasthair Saunders, Scorpio
vessel IT service delivery service line lead.
“BlueCORE is a not only an evolution
from our existing onboard IT infrastructure, it’s a change that involves all the vessel IT service delivery process chain. I’m
positively impressed by the attention to
detail, the professionalism and the commitment that all Sea IT team is constantly
demonstrating, giving me the confidence
for a long-lasting partnership,” said Nicola
Fainelli, Scorpio Group CIO.
“We are extremely proud to sign our
largest contract ever with the professional
and fast-growing Scorpio Group,” said
Kristian Ryberg CEO at Sea IT. “The project is in full operation and we expect to
install in average 10 vessels per month
during the coming 18 months.”
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Implementing technology a minor part
of shipping’s digital transformation
Failure to achieve a successful digital transformation can be the result of relying too much on technology and not investing
enough in people and organisational change, says Anthony Veder’s digital development manager, Sifra Westendorp.

S

peaking at Digital Ship’s maritime forum in Rotterdam in
September, Ms Westendorp
told delegates that she sees
many companies focussing on how they
can use technology to digitalise their operations, forgetting that a successful digital
transformation is about so much more than
just technology. “It is about organisational
change. It’s about choosing the right areas
to focus on, selecting the right opportunities and solutions. It’s about people, and
people are difficult. It’s about adopting a
change successfully within your organisation.”
As many in the shipping industry start
to embark on their digital transformation,
they hope to achieve more cost and fuel
efficient voyages, safer operations, and
overall greater business efficiency.
Artificial Intelligence (AI), machine learning, virtual reality (VR) are some solutions
being increasingly explored as part of the
industry’s journey to achieve safer and
more efficient operations.
However, Ms Westendorp, whose role is
to help the shipowner and operator achieve
a successful digital transformation, told the
Digital Ship forum that there is a whole
process that must come before integrating

such solutions into their business. The first
step is to build the digital capabilities by
identifying where to focus the digitalisation and determining where the right
opportunities lie. “A strategy can be set by
looking at the world around us,” Ms
Westendorp said. “What are the hot topics?
Which emerging technologies do you see
that could add value to your company?”
There are many tools and platforms that
claim to solve different problems but is it
critical for the shipowner or operator purchasing the technology to understand exactly what their problem is and how this technology will make it better. “There is no use
in installing a technology because it is cool
idea,” she said. “You have to select the technology based on its feasibility, desirability
and viability.” She went on to say that, “If
the problem is urgent then you can use the
technology to help solve the problem but
don’t just install the technology because it
has solved someone else’s problem.”
Once the problem is identified, a strategy is set and the technology to help solve
that problem is in place, Ms Westendorp
says that you still have to make sure the
technology is well adapted into your
organisation. This will ensure that it brings
value and is sustainable. If the technology

Ms Westendorp says that implementing technologies is relatively straightforward but
ensuring they are solving a problem that needed to be solved takes more time and effort

is not adopted well in the organisation,
then the chance of its success is cut.
Ongoing evaluations must be made to
ensure that it is making incremental
improvements. She warned that it is vital
to continuously look at its success and how
it performs beyond initial implementation.
The technology must also be used by
the right people. People will change and
adapt to using new technologies and their
behaviours will change alongside this, so
ongoing monitoring of the technology to
see how it is making a difference to the
company is essential. “You have to keep
learning from others. This will help the
maritime industry accelerate its industry
transformation.”
Anthony Veder’s approach to a successful digital transformation first involves
identifying its strategy based on the trends
and topics discussed in the maritime world.
The company then evaluates emerging
technologies and decides which ones have
the potential to add value to its operations.
In some examples highlighted by Ms
Westendorp, she explained that Anthony
Veder is currently doing a proof of concept
to provide remote assistance to its fleet,
using mixed reality to connect all the stakeholders that are involved in solving an
incident. “We are also outfitting the vessel
with sensors to reduce the administrative
burden onboard of our vessel so that our
seafarers don’t have to log all signals manually so they can focus on things that really matter.”
“We are also examining the technologies of image and sound recognition. We
are looking at AI to manage all the knowledge in the company. We have so much
knowledge, but it is scattered,” she
explained. “We are also doing a project
with the stakeholders of the ecosystem to
exchange information so that we can
reduce the waiting times for our vessels.”
Ms Westendorp also warned solution
developers not to forget their end-users in
the design process. “It’s a classic mistake,”
she said. “You come up with an idea and
you just start developing and then end up

Sifra Westendorp, digital development
manager at Anthony Veder speaking at
Digital Ship’s forum in Rotterdam on
September 19, 2019
with something completely different.” She
said that is it vital to include people from
the business as early on as possible. “Keep
on validating the things that you are working on and that those things are solving
someone’s problems.”
“At Anthoy Veder we developed a tool
that was needed and used an agile
approach to validate. So, after every two
weeks we validated that what we did was
really meeting the expectations of the business and to see that it fit within the process
of the business,” she explained.
When it comes to understanding the
financial benefit of investing in a solution,
Ms Westendorp said that it will not always
be clear upfront what a new solution will
bring financially to a company. “Of course,
it is important to create a high-level business case, but if you focus too much on creating that solid business case, you are really going to kill your innovation.” At
Anthony Veder, some of the projects do
have a solid business case and we do calculate ROI, but we are also doing projects
that are a little less strict and focus on
things like customer satisfaction and productivity gain. These things are a little less
tangible. You have to have a bit of a balance,” she concluded.
DS

Höegh selects Marlink-managed IT services
https://marlink.com/
Höegh Autoliners has signed a new agreement with Marlink to supply its 38 car and
truck carriers with the maritime-optimised
IT solution KeepUp@Sea.
Marlink will provide managed services
designed to ensure the resilience and compliance of the vessel IT networks on Höegh
vessels. Onboard implementation of the
service will commence following hardware
delivery and shore tests in Autumn 2019.
KeepUp@Sea, which is part of Marlink's

new ITLink portfolio has been specifically
designed to efficiently deploy and manage
IT infrastructure and software across an
entire fleet of vessels.
Through standardisation, automation
and remote network management,
KeepUp@Sea will enable Höegh to keep its
IT systems always available, updated and
secured, and to achieve material cost savings in operations. Over-the-air (OTA)
applications and file distribution will limit
the risk of human error, and dramatically
reduce the resources and time required for

updating software and antivirus manually.
By replacing the outdated process of
using physical media to upgrade onboard
networks, Marlink is also assisting Höegh
Autoliners to improve IT compliance,
ensuring readiness for new regulations
and guidelines, including the IMO 2021
Cyber Security section. Marlink’s ITLink
solutions portfolio is also future-proofed to
accommodate fleet expansion and processes of controlled change.
“Our comprehensive, integrated ITLink
portfolio of IT solutions is a bespoke
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means of enabling an efficient, cost-effective vessel ICT environment that requires
less human interaction onboard and by the
customer’s IT team. We are confident that
Höegh Autoliners will see significant value
of moving towards a maritime IT environment optimised for ‘floating offices’
including over-the-air file deployment,
software updates or changes, to stay fully
compliant towards both regulatory bodies
and industry best practice,” said Tore
Morten Olsen, president maritime,
Marlink.
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Maximising the value of your data
True AI and the automated ships of the future are many years away, but machine learning offers immediate efficiencies.
BigOceanData has evolved from a vessel tracking supplier to a full-service data collection, collation and bespoke
analysis provider, delivering the applications that mine data flows to find correlations and cost-savings.

A

rticles and conferences about
artificial intelligence and how
it is transforming the world are
seemingly everywhere, with
talk veering between utopian efficiency
and dystopian visions involving the imminent redundancy of the human race. The
maritime sector is no different and, while
we generally view ourselves as wellgrounded folk with a strong grip on reality, there is much fog surrounding exactly
what it all means and the scale of the difference that it can actually make.
It is worth remembering that true artificial intelligence, that is, machines capable
of intuition, empathy and other nondeductive though processes, remains way
over the horizon. In the real world we are
actually working with machine learning;
the automation of analytical model building based on pattern recognition using
large data sets. Current machine learning
is either ‘reactive’, where it analyses the
data available at a single point in time, or
‘limited memory’ whereby it combines
current data with that collected over a limited period of time previously to enable
more informed decisions and, in certain
conditions, predictions.
It should also be pointed out that, for all
the talk about AI and vessel automation,
the latter is years away. Not only are the
technical challenges immense, for instance
when it comes to guaranteeing safe operations in crowded waterways that may also
contain non-automated vessels, but the
establishment of worldwide standards and
the many other regulatory hurdles will
also take years to be resolved, and then
only after the technology is developed and
proven. However, there are still many benefits that can be gained from today’s
machine learning and at BigOceanData we
are focusing on bringing those benefits to
our clients by working with them to
address their exact needs.

AI today
Currently much of the coverage of ‘AI’
developments in the maritime industry is
clustered around the benefits it can deliver
to logistics and general analysis of the
commercial shipping market. A recent
notable example was the announcement by
Mitsui O.S.K. Lines of its partnership with
Yokohama National University. This
involves a joint study using big data to
seek correlations between economic conditions and business flows in the maritime
sector. The objective is to improve the
accuracy of forecasts of demand in the

ocean shipping market and the resulting
bunker prices. The potential there for generating new efficiencies with a truly global
impact is immense, but AI promises benefits at every scale, large and small.
At BigOceanData our core competence
is the collection, management and analysis
of the raw data generated by both individual vessels and the environments in which
they operate. Ships are complex systems
that in turn interact with other complex
systems both manmade (e.g. cargo, ports,
other vessels) and natural (e.g. weather,
currents, sea-states). The combination of
ubiquitous system connectivity on the vessels being built today and high-speed
broadband satellite communications means
that data has never been so easy to generate
and disseminate, both on board and ashore.
BigOceanData began 25 years ago as
one of the first organisations to explore the
potential of vessel tracking technology.
Since then it has built on this expertise,
working with vessel operators and governments to collect and analyse the data
flows generated by the vessels they own
or regulate, as well as information relating
to the environments through which they
move. The objective, to optimise business
processes, voyage planning and vessel
performance.
Not so long ago, communications
between vessels and their managers were
often no more than the daily noon report
with its minimal requirements. Today, the
data flows can be virtually continuous
with information flowing from dozens if
not hundreds of data sources and onboard
sensors. In conjunction with its customers,
BigOceanData develops bespoke APIs to
ensure that the data is presented in the correct format for their analytical software, be
it AI or conventional. The end results are
powerful management tools that assist
managers in coming to faster and betterinformed decisions.
BigOceanData is also working to develop a range of new analytical tools for introduction early next year that will assist vessel operators in increasing their efficiencies. Variables with which we are currently working include the full range of performance, fuel consumption and environmental data, as well as ETA versus actual times
of arrival and route efficiency data.
Another topical area that we are developing is toolsets that focus on port activity
and shipping movements. Initial uses
include the recognition and extrapolation
of trends in supply and demand at specific
locations. These will allow ships’ managers

Mr Jones believes that the digital transformation may be some way off in the maritime
world but says that change is coming and the early adopters stand to gain the most
to amend route plans should bottlenecks
be forecast at certain ports or terminals,
and also assist port authorities with their
own planning
All these applications can be adapted
according to the specific requirements of
vessel operators and we are continually
consulting with the industry to identify new
issues that would benefit from concentrated
data collection and analysis. The technology
is available now and we welcome enquiries
from operators and agencies looking for
ways of benefiting from the information
they have available. BigOceanData is also
looking for partners who have data available and may be looking for assistance to
realise its commercial value.

AI and security
With modern vessels being so fully integrated into the digital world there are of
course great concerns regarding both protecting the integrity of that data onshore
and issues of command and control on the
vessels themselves. In June 2017, the
NotPetya ransomware virus took over
Maersk’s entire IT system and brought the
company to a near standstill for ten days at
an estimated cost of between $250-300 million. AI is playing an important role in
combatting these threats with software
such as DarkTrace using machine learning
to first understand what “normal
behaviour” looks like and thereby developing the ability to recognise and raise the
alarm when anomalies occur.
AI also has applications in the more

Not so long ago, communications between vessels and their managers were often no
more than the daily noon report with its minimal requirements. Today, the data flows
can be virtually continuous ...
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conventional aspects of maritime security.
One that has already proved its value is
using machine learning to analyse the
movements of suspected illegal fishing
vessels using satellite imagery and applying it to predict the position of the vessels
several hours into the future so that they
can be efficiently intercepted.
A long voyage that has already started
While much of the fear of AI in the public mind centres on sentient computers running amok there are genuinely negative
aspects of this brave new world that need
to be addressed. These range from individuals and organisations being swamped by
torrents of data requiring decisions, to the
dehumanisation of ships’ captains and
crews as they lose both control and purpose. The challenge is to find the right balance that makes the best of the unique
attributes of both humans and software.
That said, the digital transformation, at
least in the maritime world, remains some
way off. Everyone knows that a major
course change for a laden supertanker is a
lengthy process, but the analogy works
equally well for the maritime sector as a
whole. Inertia coupled with lack of awareness means that an industry-wide
paradigm shift is unlikely to happen anytime soon. Much education needs to be
done, particularly onboard vessels where
masters are understandably reluctant to
lose what autonomy they have remaining.
However, it is the management teams
ashore that pay the bills and answer to the
customers so change is surely coming, and
it is the early adopters that stand to gain
the most and have the best chance of surviving what will be disruption on a truly
DS
global scale.
AUTHOR:
Steve Jones, BigOceanData
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Read more at www.wartsila.com/smart-predict

Wärtsilä leads the way to the future of shipping with the only complete marine
offering. The unique SmartPredict feature of our dynamic positioning system
improves safety in manual operation mode by displaying the vessel’s predicted
future position and heading. The predicted path is continuously updated based
on way more factors than any other system. This means that the reliability and
accuracy of the prediction is in a class of its own.
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Small investments and people
empowerment core to value creation
Digital tools can help solve some of the challenges the industry faces, but they require the right people and the
right mindset, says Vigleik Takle, senior vice president - maritime digital solutions, Kongsberg Digital.

E

arlier this year, Kongsberg Digital launched its Vessel Insight
service to help deliver value
from data and accelerate the
adoption of solutions. Digital Ship spoke
with Vigleik Takle, senior vice president maritime digital solutions about how the
industry is transitioning from focussing on
technology enablers to creating real data
value from small investments and the
empowerment of people.
“Several years ago, the maritime industry was focussed on building platforms to
gather data,” Mr Takle explained to Digital
Ship. Today though, he says that there is,
“no commercial value in doing this. The
value lies in the application.” According to
Mr Takle, many people misunderstand the
complexity of data and there is a general
belief that if you have the right technologies to gather the data, then you are doing
a good job. But this is not the case as data
without structure or availability across different platforms and solutions simply have
little value. Digital tools are only an
enabler to solving some of the challenges
the industry faces. “The data itself is not
the solution,” Mr Takle told us. “You can

have the best AI in the world, but it will
never function as well on an engine unless
someone knows engines or has trained in
the software and can point it in the right
direction.”

The unicorn solution
Mr Takle believes that the first place for
any company to start in its digital transformation is to make small investments. Too
often he sees companies looking for a ‘unicorn solution’, which he believes is largely
down to a lack of understanding of what
digitalisation is. “People are waiting for
that silver bullet solution that will come to
market in five years’ time and answer all
the questions the industry has on data and
fleet performance. This is a huge problem,”
he admitted. “Rather than using existing
technologies that are available today to
start the journey, many are looking for
something else to show up.” It is challenging, he confirmed, to get people to adopt
new technologies that can drive new performance efficiencies now as they want to
wait for the future to bring it to them.
One of the reasons it can be difficult to
get companies to adopt new technologies

Mr Takle, senior vice president - maritime digital solutions at Kongsberg Digital believes
that small investments are needed to make changes to business as too much focus on
the larger costs inhibits people from investing further

is because there is a lot of focus on pure
costs. But Mr Takle believes that if you
start small make the basic adjustments
first, then these costs shouldn’t be a concern as payback will be seen in weeks or a
few months. “You have to start with lots of
small solutions and build them up to get
the million-dollar savings in the end. Do
the small stuff first and be progressive.”
“There tends to be this perspective that
everyone needs the same technology and
they install it and then the magic will happen. This is never the case. Even software
will only be an enabler if the people are educated and trained in using the software as
well as monitoring it to ensure that it is
working correctly. For us, we are building
up a big team around the customer success.”
Starting small is also important for the
solution providers as it allows them to
show the value of their products and help
customers to start improving performance
with small changes. Often a wait and see
approach is taken, where progression is
halted as people wait for a big technology
that they believe will deliver huge savings.
“It’s the same in every emerging market,”
he explained. “It’s just the rules of the
game. The only way to document the value
of solutions is to show what’s going well,
how there are results, to the customer. As
long as the ROI is there, then the adoption
will increase.”
“There is an extreme focus on OPEX at
the moment and if you see ten to 20 operators reducing their OPEX by 5-10 per percent, then the competition shows.” He goes
on to explain that maritime is a competitive industry and it is this competition that
will ultimately drive the significant adoption of solutions. “People will be feared
and realise they have to do it themselves.”
In addition, starting with small investments also includes bringing in others
from outside of shipping that have new
types of talent or a digital understanding
of how to use the new types of applications
that are being integrated into the maritime
industry. “The maritime industry is still an
immature market and the solutions available reflect this. You need to build up not
just the solutions but also a team that sits
with the customer and helps them to use

the solution correctly.”
He believes we will see this change
slowly; especially as younger generations
enter the industry that are programmed to
think digitally.

Overcoming industry
fragmentation
The shipping industry is traditionally conservative and adopting new technologies
and applications can be challenging. Part
of the problem is that the maritime industry is fragmented and there are a range of
technologies that function individually
and lack the ability to ‘talk’ to other
onboard solutions. This makes it difficult
for shipping companies to integrate solutions from various suppliers into their ship
operations and be confident that they will
operate seamlessly together. This is a problem, notes Mr Takle, as good technologies
that don’t integrate with other systems are
not going to provide as much value as they
could. However, he confirmed to us that he
is starting to see a slow change with more
collaboration and consolidation, a tighter
focus on data standards and improved
cloud integration.
Kongsberg Digital is working with companies like DNV GL and other OEMs to
share data and apply more layers to systems. Mr Takle believes that there is a
growing willingness to share data and
experiences to make industry wide efficiency improvements. “Ten years ago, no
media companies were sharing data but
that changed. Media companies teamed up
with other media companies to achieve
greater power and scale. The same thing
will happen in shipping but the speed for it
to occur is difficult to predict.” Mr Takle
expects another five to ten years before
there is more natural collaboration and
sharing and urges OEMs to do their part in
increasing value through data sharing to
set an example.
Mr Takle also acknowledged that even a
company as large as KONGSBERG cannot
alone build everything that everyone
needs. “We are actively pursuing third
party partners to come in. “We acknowledge that we are not able to build all apps
in the world.”
DS

ABS and Samsung collaborate on digital tech development
https://ww2.eagle.org/
http://www.samsungshi.com/
ABS and Samsung Heavy Industries (SHI)
have announced a collaboration on the
use of digital technologies to streamline
designing, building, and classing assets.
As part of the joint development project
(JDP) 3D digital disclosure, data exchange,
and the use of analytics will support the

new construction process and pilot the survey of the future.
The JDP is focused on three areas:
• Piloting 3D Model Based Plan review
• Developing a utility to import data
from the SHI CAD system into ABS
Engineering Software
• Piloting the use of artificial intelligence
to supplement traditional non-destructive testing in the shipbuilding process.

“Data and digitalisation are revolutionising the marine and offshore industries.
This JDP is further evidence of how ABS is
leading the way and working with innovative partners such as SHI to shape the
future of our industry,” said Patrick Ryan,
ABS senior vice president, engineering and
technology. “ABS is committed to realising
the potential benefits of these technologies
for members and clients while advancing
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safety at sea.”
"We have been leading digital innovation from design to production in order
to adapt to the fourth industrial revolution and to ensure continued competitiveness," said Jong H Youn, vice president of SHI. “We expect this JDP with
ABS will be a great opportunity to
advance innovative certification and
inspection."
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SOFTWARE, BIG DATA & IOT

IoT for fleet performance – thoughts
from shipping’s service providers
As the Internet of Things expands, opportunities to improve ship to shore communication, enhance crew welfare,
and deliver fleet-wide performance optimisation widens.

T

he evolving Internet of Things
(IoT) is presenting new ways for
shipping companies to monitor,
measure and communicate to
better manage their fleets’ performance.
Intelligent sensors and increasing bandwidth have made it possible to collect large
quantities of data and transfer it from ship
to shore. The question of ‘how to collect
data’ seems to have shifted in focus to
‘how to use data to improve performance.”
In a panel discussion hosted by Digital
Ship’s sister platform, VPO Global, moderator Mike Powell, founder of Cardinal
Point Maritime asked several industry service providers to give their thoughts on
how owners and operators can achieve real
gains in performance based on the current
state of maritime IoT and where the challenges lie in doing so.
“A major challenge seen by many satellite providers today in providing data,
assisting with data analysis, data collection, data delivery and data storage is in
some parts being pushed back more onto
the connectivity provider,” says Joe Apa,
vice president maritime, Central, Northern
Europe & US, Speedcast. He believes the
industry needs to formulate partnerships
and offer something more unique than
what we are seeing today but points
towards the current fragmentation in the
industry today as a barrier to achieving
better fleet performance.
This fractured market is the result of a
lack of common or standardised platform,
in Mr Apa’s eyes. “You have people doing
data analysis and applications on vessels at
the engine level or in propulsion. But generally, you see a company offering this analysis for their product. This is generally a very
fragmented approach.” He believes that the
industry is “crying out for a common platform,” to ease complications in the market.
However, he believes that the industry will
need a transformation for data sharing and
a common platform to happen. “We will
need a game changer for this.”
Another move in maritime IoT Mr Apa
has seen is the demand for greater band-

width at sea. In the last three to four
months he has seen a huge rise in demand.
“Many fleets are requesting more bandwidth, they want more to do with the IoT
and data extraction.” While he says that
this has largely been for performance utilisation, there is a notable growing demand
to give more back to the crew in terms of
data consumption.
Ms Ulla Knudsen, sales manager at
Coach Solutions points towards another
challenge and that is related to the ability
for end users to differentiate between noise
and valuable information. At the moment
this is a complicated procedure. “Systems
need to show only relevant information,
while users will need to be trained to handle this information so they can action
what is relevant.” She notes that the industry is getting there but it will take time and
will largely depend on the end users and
how much they push from their end.
In addition to being able to distinguish
between good and poor data, Ms Knudsen
says that there needs to be an emphasis on
turning good data into performance management. “There are a lot of systems out
there collecting data, giving data back,
and we know the systems themselves cannot alone improve performance. As users,
we need to absorb the information, turn it
into relevant knowledge and convert it
into actions.”
The challenge with converting knowledge into actions can be attributed to resistance to change. “It can take three years for
a company to implement action on a vessel, even though they talk about it for a
long time beforehand,” Ms Knudsen
explains. She believes that too often companies invest their time and energy into
finding the right solution and installing it,
but fail to plan for its operational use.
“Companies underestimate the amount of
resources that need to be put into the
implementation of the system. You cannot
just buy the system, place it onboard, and
think now we’re just going to save 5-7 per
cent.” She urges companies to focus on this
implementation phase as it has “not been

Greater bandwidth availability gives owners and operators the chance to gather data to
make improvements to operations and crew welfare. However, using that data to make
changes first requires an understanding of the quality of data, which can be challenging
when vast quantities are presented
taken seriously enough. Some companies
do it well, but it’s the minority.”
Another aspect of shipping Ms
Knudsen would like to see addressed is the
ability to collect data on the same platform
and integrate the systems so that they ‘talk’
to one another. In the case of analysing fuel
consumption, there could be one system
showing the speed and consumption and
another system calculating the cost of the
voyage from A to B in time and bunker
consumption, but these two systems need
to be on the same platform.
The problem with having one open platform is that there are many vendors creating their own platforms and each vendor
wants to make money from doing this, Mr
Marius Suteu, technical service director,
commercial marine division at Navico told
the audience of the forum.
“One challenge I see as a company but
also looking at it from a shipowner’s perspective is that it is difficult for someone
that has never been on a ship to develop
software for vessels. There are a number of

solutions out there and each one of them is
probably customised to a specific
shipowner or company’s needs, then
adapted for various needs after.” Mr Suteu
says this is a common problem and one
way to solve it is through the open platform concept, however, “finding someone
that has built a software or solution that is
not around one specific issue is challenging.” He goes on to say that while he supports customisation and does not see it as
wrong, the industry could better benefit
from a standard solution with customised
modes. “I think this will be the best
approach to some of these problems.”
Mr Suteu also emphasises the importance of the human element and stresses
the need for human rather than virtual
support onboard when needed. “People on
the vessel need to be able to ask questions,
not just interact with machines. You need a
person to rely on sometimes. As a human
being I like to talk to someone that can
understand my problem and challenge,
not just interact with a machine.”
DS

SeaCube and Globe Tracker to supply IoT-enabled gensets to ONE
https://www.globetracker.com/
https://seacubecontainers.com/
SeaCube Containers and IoT tracking and
monitoring solutions provider Globe
Tracker (GT) have announced a partnership to provide Internet of Things (IoT) enabled gensets for Ocean Network
Express (ONE).
The GT technology provides cellular
communication of operational parameters

from gensets including fuel level, battery
voltage, events and alarms and remote
shut-off capability for certain genset
brands.
“We are extremely pleased to be working with SeaCube in providing this best-inclass genset solution to ONE. In genset
telematics, we are the only provider integrated into the micro-controller of 2 out of
the 3 leading brands in North America.
This provides ONE with the most robust

amount of data and assists in setting maintenance intervals, reducing maintenance
costs, extending asset life, monitoring fuel
consumption and having full operational
visibility of their genset assets,” said John
Harnett, senior director marine and intermodal at Globe Tracker.
“The growing demand for greater tracking, transparency, security, diagnostics and
asset fleet management using smart technology will continue to be a key driver for
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leased solutions. By partnering with Globe
Tracker, we will continue to enhance our
leading-edge technology solutions and
expand our commitment to the intermodal
industry by providing smart asset technology leased products,” commented Greg
Tuthill, chief commercial officer at SeaCube.
The solution highlights the recent
increase in IoT deployments in maritime
logistics, which are improving visibility
and efficiency across reefer fleets.
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BMT wins multiple navigation simulator orders
https://www.bmt.org/
Management consultancy BMT has signed
multiple contracts with cruise lines including Holland America Line, Princess
Cruises, Seabourn in North America and
P&O Cruises Australia for office and shipbased licences of BMT’s REMBRANDT
maritime simulator.
REMBRANDT is a fully scalable and
readily configurable ship simulator with
high hydrodynamic accuracy and visual display. It can be operated in full mission bridge
modes or as a portable laptop system.
As a fully certified DNV GL-Class A, B,
C and S simulator, REMBRANDT supports modern offshore vessels with scalable ship bridge simulation and training
applications, including complex shipping
manoeuvres in shallow, hydrodynamic
waters, training and assessment for the
entire crew and ship to ship transfers.
The technology has recently been adopted by the U.S. National Transportation
Safety Board’s (NTSB) Office of Marine
Safety (OMS), the UK’s Marine Accident
Investigation Branch, the Australian
Transport Safety Board and the Dutch
Safety Board.
The latest announcement by BMT will
see REMBRANDT supporting more than
39 cruise ships.
“It is a proud day for BMT to have been
entrusted to provide our versatile and scal-

able systems to power international fleets
for some ships within the world’s largest
leisure travel company. With its unique
capabilities, REMBRANDT delivers the
highest standards of manoeuvring simulation within an S-57 and S-63 ENC environment. This has been further enhanced by a
high-fidelity, 3D scene reconstruction from
multiple uncalibrated views using VDR
and AIS data to generate visual reconstructions and playback files with a “pause
and take control” feature that opens up
new and exciting opportunities for stateof-the-art reflective training. We are looking forward to supporting these widely
recognised cruise line brands, to realise a
successful systems’ application and delivery,” said Dr, Phil Thompson, Simulation
and Training business director at BMT.
"At Holland America Line, Princess
Cruises, Seabourn and P&O Cruises
Australia, our number one priority is the
safety and comfort of the guests who sail
with us every year," stated Eric
Chamberlin vice president of Marine for
Princess Cruises, Holland America Line,
Seabourn and P&O Australia. "For us, providing one of the world's leading solutions
for maritime simulation and virtual training to support international operations is
essential in helping us meet that priority.
For that reason, we have formed an important partnership with BMT, one of the
world's most respected leaders."

Airbus expands OceanFinder capabilities
https://www.airbus.com/
Airbus Defence and Space has released the
latest version of OceanFinder, its digital
maritime service to detect, identify and
track collaborative and non-collaborative
vessels around the globe.
First launched in 2018, OceanFinder
leverages Airbus’ advanced constellation
of optical and radar satellites, combined
with
real-time
global
Automatic
Identification System (AIS) data, and the
latest in automated analytics, to support a
broad range of critical applications across
defence and security, shipping, oil and
gas, and insurance markets.
OceanFinder’s latest updates introduce
a number of innovative features including
enhanced imagery and AIS data correlation to identify the precise location of a
non-responding vessel in near real-time.
This development has been combined
with the latest in fully-automated detection and classification, which utilises
powerful proprietary algorithms to
determine a vessel’s identity in just a
few seconds.
Airbus’ human analysts are therefore
able to focus on providing additional,
value-added intelligence, such as interpretation of specific behaviour or
threats, without delaying a report’s
delivery. New tools have also been
incorporated to provide the most rele-

vant acquisition plan to predict routes
and projected locations of vessels, based
on last position, date, trajectory and
speed.
Several of the unique features have
been made possible through a multi-year
partnership with exactEarth, a leading
provider of satellite-AIS data services. The
agreement, which provides OceanFinder
with access to exactView RT – exactEarth’s
second-generation real-time satellite-AIS
data platform – includes all live and
archived data.
“By combining Airbus’ satellite
imagery with the most advanced AIS data
services and analytics, we are positioning
OceanFinder as a key reference for maritime detection and identification,” said
François Lombard, director of the intelligence business for Airbus Defence and
Space. “Automation and near real-time
are the two pillars through which we will
provide our customers with the insights
they need to make decisions faster,
whether for real-time situational awareness, Search and Rescue operations or
location and tracking of illegal maritime
activities.”
OceanFinder is accessible through
the OneAtlas web portal (oneatlas.
airbus.com), enabling customers to ‘selforder’ the required products through
a simple user interface that is available
24/7.

OceanFinder’s updates include features such as enhanced imagery and AIS data
correlation to identify the precise location of a non-responding vessel in near real-time

Princess Cruises' Crown Princess

Kongsberg Digital and SeaCross partner on high-speed navigation
https://www.kongsberg.com/
http://www.seacross.se/home
Kongsberg
Digital
and
SeaCross
announced a new partnership at the DSEI
(Defence
&
Security
Equipment
International) exhibition and conference in
London in early September.
The collaboration aims to develop
unique and effective products and end-toend solutions for high-speed navigation
and fast craft simulation by utilising the
joint strength of the two companies.
The training aspect is covered by
Kongsberg Digital’s K-Sim Fast Craft
Simulator technology. Designed to provide
trainees with a realistic perception of operating in a real-life environment, the simulator utilises an advanced physics engine,
motion system and hydrodynamic vessel
modelling capabilities to replicate the
behaviour of high-speed vessels in various
sea states and at all speeds. This allows
military and professional fast craft opera-

tors to perform efficient, safe and repeatable training in tactical scenarios, that
would be dangerous, expensive and
resource-demanding to do in real life.
The K-Sim Fast Craft layout is configurable to mirror onboard operator positions of specific craft, allowing real controllers, indicators and displays to be integrated, while a low-radius, cylindrical
visual projection system provides a greater
vertical field of view. The training objectives met exceed boat handling and highspeed navigation to include full-scale tactical scenarios, with the system’s capability
to incorporate firing of multiple weapon
types. The entire training process is overseen by a leading-edge instructor, monitoring and assessment system.
The SeaCross navigation system has
been developed for use in craft which can
attain speeds of up to 100 knots in the challenging environments of littoral waters or
open seas. The SeaCross system has been
developed based on experience and knowl-

edge derived from operating high-speed
craft in this exceptionally demanding navigational environment. The SeaCross navigation system is a modular, scalable and
fully integrated system, specifically
designed to meet the requirements for
high-speed operations and includes unique
capabilities that are specific to operators of
high-speed interceptors, SAR vessels,
patrol vessels, or any operator requiring
accurate real-time data they can trust.
“KONGSBERG and SeaCross have
already been co-operating with common
clients including police, naval and special
forces,” said Lars Klemmetsby, VP business
& development defense, Kongsberg Digital,
“and this exciting new partnership arrangement further strengthens our co-operation
and allows us to benefit from SeaCross’ vast
knowledge and experience within highspeed navigation and fast craft operations.
Jointly we are able to offer the highest quality solutions for navigation and simulator
training within this segment.”
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Kongsberg Digital’s K-Sim
Fast Craft Simulator
“KONGSBERG’s K-Sim Fast Craft simulator technology offers a unique addition
in the training programs our customers
conduct to secure safety and effectiveness
when using the SeaCross navigation system,” said Axel Törneman, SeaCross
Marine AB. “By combining our expertise
and technology, users will be able to
leverage the power of the SeaCross system when they come to deploy it in reallife situations.”
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The Fugro Oceanstar anti-spooﬁng feature protects your vessel
against hostile GNSS attacks. Any attempt to manipulate the
vessel’s course or position triggers an alarm to alert the crew.
The core system is Wheelmark certiﬁed meeting the relevant ISO and IEC standards.

To ﬁnd out more visit
fugro.com/oceanstar
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Sea Machines demonstrates autonomous oil spill response
https://sea-machines.com/
Boston-based Sea Machines Robotics has
successfully demonstrated its autonomous
systems in action onboard a Kvichak
Marco skimmer boat during events held
along the Portland harbour this week.
Sea Machines’ on-water demonstrations
took place onboard the world’s first
autonomous spill response vessel. The
Vigor/Kvichak Marine Industries-built
skimmer boat, owned by Marine Spill
Response Corp. (MSRC), performed
remote autonomous operations in front of
a live audience including those from the
U.S. Department of Transportation
Maritime Administration (MARAD), of
which Sea Machines has a cooperative
agreement with. Government, naval, international, environmental and industry representatives were also present.

From a shoreside location at Portland
Yacht Services, a Sea Machines operator
commanded
the
SM300-equipped
skimmer boat to perform the following
capabilities:
• Remote autonomous control from an
onshore location or secondary vessel
• ENC-based mission planning
• Autonomous waypoint tracking
• Autonomous grid line tracking
• Collaborative autonomy for multivessel operations
• Wireless, remote payload control to
deploy onboard boom, skimmer belt
and other response equipment
Sea Machines also discussed how to operate the skimmer in an unmanned
autonomous mode, which enables operators to respond to spill events 24/7
depending on recovery conditions, even
when crews are restricted. These configu-

Sea Machines demonstrates autonomous oil spill response
rations also reduce or eliminate exposure
of crewmembers to challenging sea and
weather, toxic fumes and other safety
hazards.
“Our operation of the world’s first
autonomous, remote-commanded spillresponse vessel is yet another significant
industry first for Sea Machines,” said
Michael G. Johnson, founder and CEO, Sea
Machines. “But even more important is the
fact that we’ve proven that our technology
can be applied to the marine spill response
industry – as well as other marine sectors –
to protect the health and lives of mariners
responding to spills. We are proud to support MSRC’s mission of response preparedness and to work alongside MARAD

Sea Machines demonstration

Rolls-Royce launches Artificial Chief Engineer
to support Naval autonomy

IMarEST identifies capabilities of
automation at sea
https://www.imarest.org/

https://www.rolls-royce.com/
Rolls-Royce is developing an autonomous
machinery control system to allow naval
vessels to undertake long endurance missions with less human interaction.
Developed by Rolls-Royce, Artificial
Chief Engineer acts as the equivalent of
the engineering department responsible
for the health and the operation of an
unmanned vessel’s machinery. Artificial
Chief Engineer is an onboard, secure,
decision-making control system designed
to intelligently operate the machinery
of lean-manned and unmanned naval
vessels.
The technology makes condition-based
decisions about how best to operate the
machinery – including the engines,
propulsion system, electrical network and
fuel system – using algorithms to optimise
the ship for maximum efficiency, lowest
noise, top speed or to preserve damaged
equipment as required by the ship’s mission. This reduces the workload of remote
operators and allows increased mission
and system complexity in future
unmanned ship designs.
Navies intend to increase their use
of optionally-manned and unmanned
vessels to project power further for less

cost by reducing reliance on manpower,
by allowing higher-risk or longerendurance missions and by lowering the
procurement and operating costs of
future platforms.
“This project combines our experience
with naval ship automation, Rolls-Royce’s
knowledge of designing and operating
warship power and propulsion systems
and our complementary work developing
similar autonomous power systems for
aircraft,” said Colin Field, naval
autonomous
systems
engineer
at
Rolls-Royce.
“Now that we have a live Artificial
Chief Engineer demonstrator, we want to
share and refine our vision of how we
believe unmanned vessels should be
designed and operated – we want to connect with potential collaborators and help
our naval customers realise the benefits
of autonomy.”
Artificial Chief Engineer is currently in
the demonstration phase allowing RollsRoyce engineers to showcase its capabilities using a sample mission that includes
fleet escort, open water transit, conducting
anti-submarine warfare, managing a complex set of power and propulsion and auxiliary systems and reacting to machinery
system degradation.

for these important demonstrations.”
“MSRC is excited to work with Sea
Machines on this new technology. The
safety of our personnel is the most important consideration in any response.
Autonomous technology enhances safe
operations,” said John Swift, vice president, MSRC.
"This is the future of the maritime
industry. It’s safer, it’s faster, it’s more
cost-effective,” said Richard Balzano,
deputy administrator, MARAD. “This
technology is here and it will make you a
believer. We are here because we want to
help the maritime industry evolve. It’s
about safety, the environment and reducing risk on the water.”

A new report from the Institute of Marine
Engineering, Science & Technology
(IMarEST) has identified the capabilities
and limitations of automation at sea as part
of new research that was carried out to
understand how human-machine collaboration can strengthen operations at sea.
The IMarEST’s Marine Autonomous
Surface Ships Special Interest Group
(MASS SIG) conducted research and hosted two industry roundtable discussions under the banner “Autonomous Shipping:
Putting the human back in the headlines” to explore the topic.
The first roundtable took place in
Singapore and surveyed the commercial
opportunities and threats of introducing
remote and autonomous ships. The new
report is the result of a roundtable held in
Manila which explored the intricacies of
future human-machine integration in the
performance of onboard functions.
The roundtable, supported by BMT,
Western Shipping, Peter Döhle, Wallem,
KNect365 and MAAP, saw a variety of
shipowners, operators, crewing managers,
regulators and educators in attendance.
They were asked to consider the changes
likely to occur to onboard roles, firstly
looking around 10 years ahead to 2030 and
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then 30 years ahead to 2050. The event was
designed to further MASS SIG’s understanding of the ways in which advances in
automation technology could, and should,
be assimilated into the shipping industry.
The findings outline how human-machine
collaboration can strengthen operations at
sea and increase capability. They also predict
the extent to which these changes and
improvements will take place, depending on
expected real-world needs and the practicalities of making such changes. To make the
results easier to digest, the report considers the case of two hypothetical future vessels, the Horizon, built in 2030, and her sister ship, the Succession, built in 2050.
“Automation is set to become increasingly pervasive in vessel operation. As
advances in artificial intelligence and
machine learning find their way into more
and more ship systems, it is inevitable they
will alter the role of seafarers: their tasks,
responsibilities and required skills. A key
challenge going forward lies not in teaching humans to trust machines – but providing them the skills and competencies to
know when to stop trusting them,” said
Gordon Meadow, chair, MASS SIG.
Access
the
full
report
here
https://www.imarest.org/reports/1055autonomous-shipping-putting-thehuman-back-in-the-headlines-ii
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Tymor Marine integrates AI into vessel stability system
https://www.tymor-marine.com/
Aberdeen-based marine and naval architectural consultancy Tymor is embedding
artificial intelligence (AI) into its
‘Measurement of Stability in Service’ system (MOSIS) to support the industry’s
move towards autonomous vessels.
Tymor’s MOSIS system measures a vessel’s vertical centre of gravity to provide
vital feedback on vessel stability in variable conditions. The company has now
embarked on a three-phase programme
over three years to enhance the system to
meet the future needs of industry. The first
phase is aimed at integrating MOSIS with
other ship instrumentation and sensors,
followed by a second phase to deliver stability information in real time, and finally
an AI application with be embedded to
support autonomous shipping.

Scottish Enterprise is supporting the project through its Innovation Grant programme and has committed part funding
against the £100,000 cost of the first phase of
system development, which includes an
enhanced user interface and updated coding.
Autonomous vessel control is presently
focused on using aids such as radar and
weather information to make decisions for
routing and collision avoidance. Tymor is
focused on providing stability and motion
data to enhance this intelligence and support safe operations. This allows experienced mariners remotely in charge of the
autonomous vessel to make more
informed decisions.
Development of MOSIS will see it gather real-time data during vessel operation,
to compare actual conditions with baseline
stability and motion calculations and provide immediate feedback to assist mariners

Left to right: Kevin Moran, managing director at Tymor Marine and
Chris Cooper, account manager at Scottish Enterprise

with control of the vessel. Significant
changes due to damage, accidental operation or ship dynamics will produce alerts
to ensure optimum safety.
The new AI application will then learn the
vessel’s changing motion characteristics in
real-time, whilst in service, identify patterns
developing which may lead to the vessel
exceeding safe operating envelopes and
advise when to take necessary action. For
example, it will advise the operator to move
away from a course and speed which may
lead to an increased stability risk developing.
Kevin Moran, managing director of
Tymor explained: “We are excited to be
working at the forefront of developing the
technology required to support an emerging era of autonomous shipping.
Autonomous ships, like autonomous cars,
are expected to become much more prevalent in the future. To build on existing navigational systems and meet the advancing
needs of autonomous control, Tymor’s
experience in real-time stability and
motion monitoring will ensure that MOSIS
provides additional vessel safety.”
Chris Cooper, account manager at
Scottish Enterprise, said: “Scotland is
home to a nation of innovators and seafarers and to see these disciplines brought
together in a forward-thinking technology
project of this type is tremendously exciting. Safety for autonomous vessels cannot
be underestimated and will quickly benefit
many key sectors such as oil and gas,
defence and commercial shipping.”

MOL’s vessel image
recognition system
begins trials
https://www.mol.co.jp/
https://www.sensetime.jp/
Mitsui O.S.K. Lines (MOL) and SenseTime
Japan have introduced a new vessel image
recognition and recording system that will
be installed and tested onboard the cruise
ship "Nippon Maru" operated by Mitsui
O.S.K. Passenger Line.
The system’s graphic recognition
engine applies artificial intelligence (AI)
deep learning technology, allowing it to
recognise surrounding vessels. The system recognises and automatically records
vessels with high accuracy using a terminal equipped with a graphic processing
unit (GPU) and ultrahigh-resolution
cameras.
The image recognition technology,
which can be used at night or during other
periods of poor visibility, can detect small
vessels that are not recognisable by vessel
automatic identification systems (AIS).
According to MOL, advanced image
recognition is an underlying technology
needed for automated watch-keeping.
As the system automatically records
image data, MOL plans to carefully
review the accumulated data and use it to
further enhance the image recognition
engine’s analysis accuracy.

Digital Ship Athens – now in its 17th year – reviews the most important topics of
maritime digitalisation, in the world’s largest centre of shipping and technology
Satellites – will the new LEOs knock out L band and VSAT? Or is this competition which the traditional providers are
comfortable facing head-on?

ATHENS CONFERENCE

13 & 14 November 2019

Cybersecurity – what are the precise concerns for shipping companies? Are the risks misplaced or exaggerated? Are
we properly separating the concerns of hacking navigation equipment, corporate software, shipboard systems and
shipboard software?

Headline Sponsor
Onboard systems – are our digital systems ﬁt for purpose for what we want to do? Are we thinking more about
controlling seafarers rather than supporting them? Do our technologies make it as straightforward as possible to safely
navigate a vessel

Gold Sponsor
Digitalisation project management – companies are increasingly putting people in the role of ‘project managers’ for
new digitalisation projects – which is quite a different role to the traditional ‘IT manager’. We’ll discuss the new role of
project managers and what they do

Silver Sponsors

Fuel efficiency data – companies are increasingly under pressure to reduce fuel consumption, but gathering and
analysing data from vessels, to a point where it can be used to make decisions, in a world where nearly every vessel is
different, is far from easy. Are there ways it can be easier to gather and share data and use it to drive decisions?

Bronze Sponsors

Promotional Sponsors

Morning Break Sponsors

Predictive maintenance – companies have been talking about predicting which parts will fail before they fail since
Digital Ship Athens started. But are they any closer to this goal? Are there machine learning techniques which are
proving to work, in spotting patterns in the sensor data which indicate speciﬁc problems emerging with equipment?
Conﬁrmed speakers include
Pietro Amorusi, CIO, d’Amico Shipping
Apostolos Giannetsos, Head of IT, Palermo
George A. Tsavliris, Principal, Tsavliris Salvage Group
George Efthimiou, IT Department & Security Expert, Gourdomichalis Maritime
Thodoris Efstathiou, ICT Manager, Equinox
Katerina Raptaki, IT Manager, Navios Shipmanagement
Capt. Rohit Tandon, Head of Operations, DPA/ CSO, FML Ship Management Ltd
and many more
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NAVIGATION, AUTONOMY & NEW TECHNOLOGIES

How will e-Navigation Maritime Services
be delivered to ships?
Fred Pot, principal, Marine Management Consulting explains the implementation of the IMO’s e-navigation
Maritime Services and how ships are likely to use them.

T

he International Maritime Organization (IMO) has adopted a
“Strategic
Implementation
Plan” (SIP) for a number of enavigation “Maritime Services”. It has
appointed “Domain Coordinating Bodies”
(DCB) for each of them. DCB’s coordinate
the actual implementation of Maritime Services by (regional) service providers to
ensure that ships can take advantage of
them wherever they are. It is the DCB’s
responsibility to design Maritime Services
and set minimum requirements. The first
step was a description of each Maritime
Service. Many DCB’s have completed
these descriptions but most will leave
room for suggested changes by service
providers.

Maritime Services
The service providers listed in the table
will need to be adapted to regional circumstances. For instance, in the US it is not
likely that Maritime Assistance Service will
be provided by the Port Authority.
Ships will be required to use some these
services in some areas (i.e. Vessel Traffic
Service, Maritime Safety Information,
Vessel Shore Reporting) but ships will not
be required to use others. Many Maritime
Services will be government funded (i.e.
“free”) services but others may require a
subscription.

What is a Maritime
Service?
They are like smartphone apps. The Bridge
Team interacts with them using an appropriate user interface. This could be a navigation workstation in the back of the
bridge (Weather, Maritime Safety, etc.) or
another workstation.
Bridge Teams request a Maritime
Service using their Maritime Service app.
The app then alerts an appropriate service

provider (i.e. VTS) to start a (secure) session with the Bridge Team that involves
two-way communications. First the ship
(automatically) provides vessel/voyage
information that the service provider then
uses to send the Bridge Team relevant
information that helps them make operational decisions (i.e. voyage planning,
route selection, conning, etc.). Ideally the
information is integrated in a graphical,
task-oriented display that includes all relevant information that the Bridge Team
requires to make informed decisions.

Maritime Messaging Service. It provides
cyber security through authentication,
authorization and encryption. The MCP
Consortium, that governs MCP’s open
source code, has published an IALA
Guideline (G1128) for the specification of
e-navigation technical services.
Maritime Services could either be delivered using the MCP platform or initiated
via the MCP platform and then handed off
to another platform for instance a secure
internet SOAP or REST Web Service for
service delivery.

How are Maritime
Services delivered?

Telecommunications
Networks

The technical infrastructure that enable
delivery of a Maritime Service consists of
three separate components:
1. Onboard workstation app
2. Shore-based service provider system
3. Telecommunications Infrastructure
The onboard workstation apps will either
be components on already existing systems (i.e. ECDIS, Voyage Planning, etc.) or
on a separate (back-of-bridge) workstation.
The apps require a connection (with proper cyber security protections) to the ship’s
telecommunications networks (GMDSS,
AIS, VDES, Satellite, Cellular, WiFi, etc.)
for two-way communications with service
providers.
Each Maritime Service will require its
own onboard app and will have multiple
(regional) providers.
Rather than setting up a direct communications link between on-board apps and
service providers’ systems for each
Maritime Service, they could be set up to
use the Maritime Connectivity Platform
(MCP). It provides secure two-way communication via any available telecommunications network.
MCP was designed to provide a
Maritime Service Registry and a secure

AIS: Some Maritime Services are planned
to be delivered using “Application Specific
Messages” (ASM) via AIS. This only works
for Maritime Services whose content doesn’t have to be encrypted and can be compacted to a small number of bytes and only
in areas where there is AIS spectrum is
available beyond keeping track of ship
movements.
Maritime Services that are delivered
with AIS will be limited to those ships that
are within 30 NM from the nearest AIS
shore-station.
VDES: In about ten busy port areas there
isn’t enough AIS bandwidth available to
track ship movements, let alone for additional (ASM encoded) Maritime Service
traffic. Replacing AIS transceivers with
VHF Data Exchange System (VDES)
transceivers will alleviate this lack of bandwidth.
However, since IMO Flag States are not
interested in expanding carriage requirements for their ship owner constituents, it
is unlikely that VDES carriage will be
required by IMO. It is more likely that local
authorities in these ports will require that
ships that call on their ports carry VDES
transceivers to alleviate the lack of band-

The service providers listed in the table will need to be adapted to regional circumstances
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Author: Fred Pot, principal, Marine
Management Consulting

width in their area. When these local
authorities start to require VDES carriage,
it will become a de-facto world-wide carriage requirement.
The bandwidth of VDES is about 300
KBPS or 16x more that AIS. Maritime
Services could be delivered with VDES if
their content can be compacted to ASM’s
or to an S-100 (S-xxx) data model.
The MCP will support VDES and offer
cyber security through authorization,
authentication and (limited) encryption.
The terrestrial version of VDES, like
AIS, is limited to about 30 NM, however,
the International Telecommunications
Union (ITU) is expected to allocate spectrum for the VDES Satellite component
with unlimited range in September of this
this year. Unlike other satellite communications telecommunications services, this
satellite component does NOT require a
satellite tracking antenna.
Terrestrial VDES spectrum in the US is
owned by a private company (Maritel).
Negotiations about transfer of this spectrum to public use are underway.
Satellite Communications: It is widely
expected that broadband, IP-based satellite
telecommunications will become available
to most ships. There are two major reasons:
• Crew Retention
s To attract and retain qualified crews,
ship owners/operators are increasingly providing them with access to
social media.
• Technological Developments
s Competition between satellite-based
telecommunications vendors is
increasing
s New constellations of Medium and
Low Earth Orbit satellites are becoming available
s Satellite tracking antenna without
out moving parts are becoming
available
DS
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